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Abstract

Ultracold heteronuclear dimers like 6Li-40K, in their absolute ro-vibronic

ground-state possess a large electric-dipole moment, which makes them a

suitable candidate for investigating long-range anisotropic dipole-dipole

interactions. Starting from a sympathetically-cooled, quantum-degenerate

mixture of 6Li and 40K, we create weakly bound 6Li-40K molecules via a

magnetic-Feshbach association at 215.6G. Subsequent aim is to transfer

these weakly-bound Feshbach molecules to their deeply-bound, absolute ro-

vibronic ground state via a stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP).

This thesis, describes in detail, the theoretical considerations for suitable

choice of the starting Feshbach state. Possible choices of the intermediate

excited-state for optimal coherent state transfer via STIRAP are also

theoretically discussed. Experimental investigation of the 215.6G Feshbach

resonance and direct-detection of the Feshbach-associated molecules are

performed and presented.

A frequency-comb-based laser-sytem, suitable for single-photon and two-

photon molecular spectroscopy as well as STIRAP, is constructed and its

short and long-term stability is analysed experimentally.

Detailed experimental characterisations, via high-resolution laser spec-

troscopy, of the excited (1)1Π and (2)1Σ potentials of 6Li-40K are also

presented. Based on the theoretical considerations and experimental char-

acterisations discussed in this thesis, we identify two suitable pathways for

optimal STIRAP. Two-photon spectroscopy is then performed to investi-

vi



gate the deeply-bound, low-lying vibrational levels of the (X)1Σ ground

state. Successful two-photon addressing of one such deeply-bound level,

v= 3, is demonstrated in this work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The field of atomic, molecular and optical physics has witnessed a series of revolution-

ising breakthroughs in the last four decades, starting from the early demonstrations

of laser-cooling (Aspect et al., 1988; Chu et al., 1985; Phillips and Metcalf, 1982;

Wineland et al., 1978). With the advent of laser-cooling, for the first time ever, it

became realisable to reach temperatures in the microkelvin range, opening up entirely

new possibilities to study physics in a regime that was experimentally inaccessible so

far. Further developments, especially techniques like evaporative cooling (Davis et al.,

1995b; Masuhara et al., 1988; Petrich et al., 1995), made it possible to reach even

lower temperatures, eventually leading to the production of exotic forms of matter like

the first Bose-Einstein condensate (Anderson et al., 1995; Davis et al., 1995a) and the

first Fermi-degenerate quantum gas (DeMarco and Jin, 1999). In addition to allowing

the investigation of physics in novel regimes, ultracold atoms also offer unprecedented

accuracy in precision measurements and the field of frequency metrology (Zhang and

Ye, 2016).

Another fascinating arena where ultracold quantum systems are promising to play a

pivotal role, are in the field of quantum information processing (Buluta et al., 2011)

and quantum simulation (Bloch et al., 2012; Cirac and Zoller, 2012). While the

former typically refers to the implementation of quantum algorithms and quantum

communication protocols using discrete quantum logic gates and qubits (Nielsen and

Chuang, 2011), the latter can be described as the simulation of one quantum system,

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

using another, where the second one is engineered to follow the same dynamics as the

first (Feynman, 1982). Quantum simulators, thus would allow the investigation of

quantum systems that are otherwise inaccessible either experimentally or via numerical

simulations. Pioneering work in this area has already been started, for example

demonstration of quantum phase transition from a superfluid to Mott insulator (Greiner

et al., 2002), simulation of a quantum magnet with trapped ions (Friedenauer et al.,

2008), quantum simulation of the Dirac equation (Gerritsma et al., 2010) and that

of antiferromagnetic spin chains in an optical lattice (Simon et al., 2011) to name a

few. A more extensive overview of the state of the art of the field can be found in

(Georgescu et al., 2014).

In the recent years, ultracold polar molecules (Carr et al., 2009) are getting a lot of

attention in the context of being a suitable candidate for quantum simulation. The

next section highlight some of the reasons that make polar molecules, highly attractive

for this purpose.

1.1 Ultracold polar molecules

Molecules in general possess an internal structure, significantly more complex than free

atoms. While on the one hand this offers a richer set of addressable internal degrees of

freedom as compared to atoms, on the other hand the complex internal structure also

makes the cooling of molecules to cold and ultracold regimes, a challenging task. The

traditional laser cooling methods that have led to the astounding progress in the field

of ultracold atoms are not readily adaptable for the cooling of molecules. Nevertheless,

great advances have been made in the production of cold molecules, either via novel

direct cooling techniques or via controlled association of ultracold atoms1.

1See Sec. 2.2 for an overview and a non-exhaustive list of available schemes for both.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

In particular polar molecules, which have a permanent electric-dipole moment, have

attracted the most interest among others. These polar molecules interact with each

other via long range dipole-dipole interactions that are anisotropic and at the same time

externally tunable via electric fields and microwave radiation (Baranov et al., 2012). In

a strongly-interacting system composed of ultracold polar molecules, dipolar interaction

leads to manifestations of unique many-body properties that are otherwise not easily

obtainable in ultracold atomic systems, such as novel superfluid phases (Baranov et al.,

2002b, 2011; Potter et al., 2010) and many-body localised phases (Yao et al., 2014).

A very recent review of the advances in the field of strongly interacting ultracold

polar molecules can be found in Gadway and Yan (2016). In the context of quantum

simulations, in addition to realising novel quantum phases, a wide array of proposals

also exist for utilising ultracold polar molecules to simulate lattice spin models (Brennen

et al., 2007; de Paz et al., 2013; Micheli et al., 2006; Yan et al., 2013). Other proposed

application include quantum information processing (DeMille, 2002; Yelin et al., 2006)

and precision measurements (Hudson et al., 2006a).

Among molecules, heteronuclear alkali-alkali dimers, in their deeply-bound, absolute

ground state posses a significantly large dipole moment as listed in Tab. 1.1.

Molecule (debye) Molecule (debye)

LiNa 0.6 NaRb 3.3

LiK 3.6 NaCs 4.6

LiRb 4.2 KRb 0.6

LiCs 5.5 KCs 1.9

NaK 2.8 RbCs 1.2

Table 1.1: Dipole moments of alkali-alkali dimers in their absolute ground state.
Data from Aymar and Dulieu (2005).

However production of these heteronuclear dimers in their absolute ground state at

ultracold temperatures, remained a challenging goal for a considerably long time. While
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Feshbach resonances (Chin et al., 2010) allowed controlled association of alkali dimers

at ultracold temperatures, it produces very weakly bound dimers in highly-excited

vibrational states. The first demonstrations of coherent transfer of these weakly-bound

Feshbach molecules to deeper vibrational levels were performed for 87Rb2 (Winkler

et al., 2007) and 133Cs2 (Danzl et al., 2008) followed by the pioneering production

of ultracold polar 40K87Rb molecules with high-phase space density in the absolute

ground state (Ni et al., 2008; Ospelkaus et al., 2010). Subsequent breakthroughs in

control of collision dynamics of these polar molecules in the quantum regime have

also been demonstrated by de Miranda et al. (2011); Ni et al. (2010). Using similar

techniques as that of the 40K87Rb experiment, recently production of other ultracold

ground-state molecules, like 87Rb133Cs (Molony et al., 2014; Takekoshi et al., 2014),

23Na40K (Park et al., 2015b) and 23Na87Rb (Guo et al., 2016), with high phase-space

densities have been achieved.

For the sake of completeness, it must be mentioned that alkali-alkali heteronuclear

dimers are not the only candidates for realisation of a quantum gas with dipolar

interactions. Strong magnetic dipolar interactions have been demonstrated in atomic

species like 52Cr (Griesmaier et al., 2005; Stuhler et al., 2005), 168Er (Aikawa et al.,

2012), bosonic 164Dy (Lu et al., 2011b) and fermionic 161Dy (Lu et al., 2012), and

Rydberg excitations can be used to produce electric dipolar interactions in alkali

atoms (Browaeys et al., 2016).

Ultracold 6Li40K molecules

Production of ultracold 6Li40K molecules in the absolute ground state remains an

attractive goal due to its larger absolute dipole moment (3.6D) as compared to

many other alkali-alkali dimers (see Tab. 1.1). The work presented in this thesis,

builds upon the previously presented work on production of ultracold 6Li40K Feshbach
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molecules2 (Voigt et al., 2009; Voigt, 2009), with the aim of transferring the highly

excited Feshbach molecules to the absolute ro-vibrational ground state via a coherent

two-photo Raman transfer. As a necessary first step towards this goal, work on the

molecular spectroscopy of 6Li40K including the construction and stabilisation of the

relevant laser systems are presented in this thesis, whose structure is outlined in the

next section.

1.2 Outline of this thesis

Chapter 2 first provides a brief overview of dipolar interactions, their tunability

with external fields and their unique collisional properties. This is followed by an

introduction to the various schemes currently being used to produce cold molecules

with particular emphasis on the techniques used for production of ultracold-polar

molecules in ground-state. Finally some proposals for utilising polar molecules for

quantum simulation and quantum computation, are outlined in the last section.

Chapter 3 starts with an overview of the 6Li40K molecular structure and relevant

Hund’s coupling cases. Existing data from other experiments regarding the molecu-

lar potentials dissociating on the (2S+4S), (2S+4P) and (2P+4S) Li+K electronic

asymptotes, are reviewed and numerical predictions for the energy levels of potentials

relevant to our experiment, are included as well. These predictions serve as a guide in

performing the single and two-photon spectroscopy, the results of which can be found

in Chapter 7.

Discussions pertaining to relevant selection rules, singlet-triplet mixing of the starting

Feshbach state in the light of the asymptotic-bound state model (Tiecke et al., 2010)

and spin-orbit coupling of excited states near the dissociation threshold, are also

2 Though, due to reasons elaborated in Sec.3.2.2, a more favourable feshbach resonance at 215.6G
was selected instead of the one at 155G.
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provided in this chapter. These are necessary for narrowing down the possible list

of intermediate states suitable for coherent two-photon transfer. Finally, numerical

calculations for the Franck-Condon factors are presented to make it possible to select

optimal routes for the two-photon transfer based on respective transition strengths.

Chapter 4 outlines the changes to the experimental platform, during and after the

transference of the experiment from Munich to Singapore. Series of refurbishments

necessary to get the machine back to an optimally running condition, are also briefly

mentioned.

Chapter 5 describes in detail the construction and stabilisation of the laser system

for one of the optimal routes for the coherent two-photon transfer. First a schematic

overview of the laser sources and the stabilisation scheme on fast-timescales using a

Fabry-Perot resonantor is provided. Subsequent section elaborates on the frequency-

comb-based stabilisation scheme to characterise and compensate the drift of the system

on long timescales.

Additionally, a brief overview of the laser sources for a second route for two-photon

transfer is given in Sec. 5.2.

Chapter 6 provides details of the experimental investigation of the 215.6G Feshbach

resonance of 6Li40K . The first section of the chapter outlines the characterisation of the

215.6G resonance and describes the magnetic-field calibration, state preparation, and

resonance detection via loss-measurement. The second section discusses direct imaging

of small molecular samples via: a) Stern-Gerlach separation and b) RF-shelving to a

dark-state.

Chapter 7 starts with the presentation of the results of a broad spectroscopic survey

over a span of 4THz that was performed to locate the vibrational levels of the (1)1Π

potential of 6Li40K , in the region of interest. Subsequently, results of fine resolved scans

of the optimally suited levels are shown. The next section start with an theoretical
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overview of two-photon spectroscopy and provides the results of the first attempt

towards spectroscopy of the ground-state.

The subsequent section presents the results of the investigation of three relatively-

deeper vibrational levels of the (2)1Σ excited potential, explored as possible choices of

intermediate states for an alternative transfer route. Finally, results of two-photon

spectroscopy via this alternative route and successful addressing of the v = 3 deeply-

bound level of the X1Σ ground state are presented.

Chapter 8 concludes this thesis with an brief outline of the future outlook of this

experiment.
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Chapter 2
Dipolar Quantum Gases

Within a relatively short span of time, dipolar gases in the ultracold regime (Baranov

et al., 2002a; Bohn et al., 2009; Lahaye et al., 2009) have become one of the most

actively investigated areas in the field of atomic, molecular and optical physics. With

its externally tunable long-range anisotropic interactions (Baranov et al., 2012), dipo-

lar gases have opened up the possibility to design and investigate a wide variety of

novel many-body quantum phenomena like, strongly correlated 2D superfluid-crystal

quantum phase transitions (Büchler et al., 2007), spin-1 lattice models (Brennen

et al., 2007), dipolar molecular lattice with long-range phonon-mediated interac-

tions (Pupillo et al., 2008), quantum phases in 2D-lattices with repulsive dipolar

interactions (Capogrosso-Sansone et al., 2010) to name a few. Cooling and trapping

of particles with magnetic or electric dipolar interactions have been achieved for both

atomic species like 52Cr (Griesmaier et al., 2005; Stuhler et al., 2005), 168Er (Aikawa

et al., 2012), bosonic 164Dy (Lu et al., 2011b), and fermionic 161Dy (Lu et al., 2012)

and molecular species like metastable CO (Bethlem et al., 1999, 2000b), ND3 (Bethlem

et al., 2000a, 2002), OH (Bochinski et al., 2004; van de Meerakker et al., 2005). At

the same time, breakthroughs in the form of techniques like photo-association (Jones

et al., 2006; Ulmanis et al., 2012) and stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STI-

RAP) (Bergmann et al., 1998), enabled production of a number of ground-state

heteronuclear alkali-alkali molecules with large dipole moments.

In this chapter, first a brief overview of dipolar interactions is provided. This is
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followed by an introduction to the various schemes currently being used to produce

cold molecules with particular emphasis on the techniques used for production of

ultracold-polar molecules in ground-state. Finally some proposals for utilising polar

molecules to investigate new physics, are outlined in the last section.

2.1 Dipole-dipole interaction

In this section, we shall have a look at the nature of the dipole-dipole interaction for

quantum-gases, by closely following the discussions presented in two of the very well

known review articles on dipolar physics by Lahaye et al. (2009) and Baranov et al.

(2012).

The interaction energy, Udd, between two dipoles of dipole moments ~d1 and ~d2, pointing

in arbitrary directions(Fig. 2.1(a)) is given by,

Udd(~r) =
~d1 · ~d2 − 3(~d1 · ~r)(~d2 · ~r)/r2

4πε0r3
, (2.1)

where ~r is the relative separation between the two and ε0 is the permittivity of free

space.

Ѳ
r

d

d

r

d

d

1

2

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) A pair of interacting dipoles with dipole moments ~d1 and ~d2 at a
relative distance ~r from each other. (b) Special case where the dipoles have identical
dipole moment ~d.

In the special case as shown in Fig. 2.1(b), for polarised dipoles with identical dipole
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moment d, pointing in the same direction, and making θ with ~r, this simplifies to,

Udd(r) =
d2(1− 3 cos2 θ)

4πε0r3
. (2.2)

While Eqns. (2.1) and (2.2) are for permanent electric dipoles, the same can be used

to describe magnetic dipoles of dipole moment µ, by substituting d with µ and 1/ε0

with µ0, the permeability of free-space.

From Eqns. (2.1) and (2.2), one can see that the interaction has angular dependence

with angular symmetry of the Legendre polynomial of second order, P2(cos θ), hence

is anisotropic. Depending on orientation θ between the interacting dipoles, it goes as

1− 3 cos2 θ, thereby varying from -2 to 1, as θ goes from 0 to π/2. This implies that

the dipolar interaction between a pair can smoothly vary from attractive to repulsive

and vanishing in between, for θ = arccos(1/
√

3).

From the same, one can also see that the interaction falls off as 1/r3 as a function of

distance. Going by the distinction between short-range and long-range interactions in

terms of the behaviour of the system’s energy in the thermodynamic limit (Lahaye

et al., 2009), a (1/rn)-interaction is short-range for a system of dimensionality D, if

D < n. Hence for one and two dimensional systems dipolar interaction, which goes as

1/r3, is short-range1, whereas for systems with dimensionality = 3, it is long-range.

2.1.1 Dipoles in an electric-field

A great advantage of using dipoles is that the dipolar-interaction can be tuned with

external fields. One of the first proposals by Marinescu and You (1998) suggested util-

ising external DC electric field to tune low-energy atom-atom collision, by influencing

1It is noteworthy to point out that, according to the definition used by Astrakharchik and Lozovik
(2008), dipolar interaction can be long-range in 1D-systems as well, but not in 2D.
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the dipolar interaction between them, thereby modifying the shape of the interaction

potential between the atoms.

Figure 2.2: A pair of dipoles with externally tuned interactions. Combination of
static and time-varying fields rotating around z-axis is used to tune the interaction
strength. Figure reproduced from Giovanazzi et al. (2002)

Subsequently, Giovanazzi et al. (2002) presented a detailed scheme for tuning the

interaction between dipoles with time-varying magnetic fields. While the original

proposal described magnetic dipoles, the same scheme can be applied to the case of

electric dipoles as well, where one can use a combination of DC and rotating external

fields to generate a time-dependent dipole moment. The scheme is shown in Fig. 2.2,

where a time dependent electric field,

~e(t) = êz cosφ+ [êx cos(Ωt) + êy sin(Ωt)] sinφ, (2.3)

is rotating around the z-axis. Here φ is the tilt angle determined by the ratio of

the static and dynamic field, and Ω is the external driving frequency. Depending on

the adiabaticity of the driving field, this gives either a time-varying dipole moment

or a time-averaged one. The latter case, which occurs when the dipole’s motion

cannot follow the driving field, can be utilised to smoothly tune or even reverse the

interaction. Hence, if driving frequency Ω is much larger than the typical particle
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motional frequencies, then the interaction gets time averaged to yield,

〈U(r)〉 =
d2

4πε0r3
(1− 3 cos2 θ)

[
3 cos2 φ− 1

2

]
. (2.4)

Compared to eqn. 2.2, here there is an additional externally tunable factor
3 cos2 φ− 1

2

which can be controlled to have values ranging from 1 to -1/2 by changing φ.

2.1.2 Collisional properties of ultracold dipoles

The interaction between quantum particles, in scattering theory can be described in

terms of a partial wave expansion of incoming and outgoing waves (Sakurai, 2011).

At ultracold temperatures this scattering process for typical non-dipolar particles, is

dominated only by the s-wave in the low-energy limit (Dalibard, 1998). This fact is

exploited to conveniently describe the interaction in terms of a short-range, isotropic

pseudo-potential, Ucontact(~r), characterized by the s-wave scattering length (Huang,

1987) a as,

Ucontact(~r) =
4π~2a

m
δ(~r) ≡ gδ(~r), (2.5)

where m is the mass of the particles.

However for dipole-dipole interactions, even in the ultra-cold regime, the scattering

process has contributions from other partial waves in addition to the s-wave. Dipole-

dipole interaction mixes even-angular-momentum scattering channels for bosons and

odd channels for fermions (Baranov, 2008). Moreover, for bosonic dipoles in the

ultracold regime, scattering is determined by both long and short range parts of the

interaction, whereas for Fermionic dipoles, it is dominated only by the long-range part

of the dipolar interaction (Baranov et al., 2012). Discussion of detailed multichannel

scattering results at ultracold regime for dipoles, can be found in (Bohn et al., 2009;

Deb and You, 2001; Marinescu and You, 1998) and is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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The important part here is that, in the spirit of a contact potential for isotropic

interactions(eqn. 2.5), a similar psuedo-potential V (r) can be parametrised for the

case of polarised, dilute, weakly interacting gases as well (Derevianko, 2003; Ronen

et al., 2006; Yi and You, 2000) with,

V (r) = gδ(r) +
d2

r3
(1− 3 cos2 θ), (2.6)

where,

g =
4π~2a(d)

m
(2.7)

and a(d) is a dipole-moment dependent scattering length.

To characterise the strength of the dipole-dipole interaction one can additionally define

a quantity ad, with dimensions of length and often termed ’dipolar-length’ (Baranov,

2008; Lahaye et al., 2009), where

ad =
md2

~2
, (2.8)

and gives a measure of the absolute strength of the dipole interaction.

2.2 Production of cold molecules

2.2.1 Direct cooling and trapping of molecules

To produce cold molecules there are two possible choices (Carr et al., 2009), one can

either cool pre-existing hot molecules or perform controlled association of free atoms

that have been pre-cooled via traditional atom-cooling techniques. For direct cooling,

the difficulty lies in the fact that laser cooling techniques that made it possible to

reach ultracold regimes with atomic species, are not readily adaptable for the cooling
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of molecules. These typical methods rely on multiple photon absorption-emission

cycles from closed atomic transitions (Metcalf and van der Straten, 2003). Molecules

on the other hand, possess internal structures that are vastly more complex compared

to atoms. This complex internal structure of molecules creates a large number of

de-excitation pathways for an excited molecule, making it difficult, if not impossible

to realise a closed-level system. Nevertheless, several innovative schemes for directly

slowing and trapping molecules have been demonstrated. A brief overview of various

techniques currently being used is being presented here. The list is by no means

exhaustive and far from complete.

Cryogenic buffer gas cooling has been performed for species like PbO (Maxwell et al.,

2005), CaH (Lu et al., 2011a), and hydrodynamically-enhanced buffer gas cooling

for molecular oxygen (Patterson and Doyle, 2007), reaching temperatures down to

few K or even 100mK regime. Stark deceleration followed by magnetic trapping

of NH radicals (Riedel et al., 2011) has been shown to reach mK range. Magnetic

deceleration schemes, have been demonstrated for atomic species like hydrogen and

deuterium (Hogan et al., 2007, 2008; Wiederkehr et al., 2010), metastable neon (Lavert-

Ofir et al., 2011; Narevicius et al., 2007, 2008) and argon (Trimeche et al., 2011). It

has been proposed by Narevicius and Raizen (2012) that similar magnetic deceleration

methods are applicable for slowing and trapping of molecular species as well, and

has been demonstrated for a mixture of molecular oxygen and metastable atomic

argon (Akerman et al., 2015). Direct radiation pressure slowing of a molecular beam

of SrF (Barry et al., 2012, 2014), CaF (Hemmerling et al.; Zhelyazkova et al., 2014)

have also been performed using multiple lasers to repump the dominant de-excitation

pathways. Other novel techniques like microwave mixing of rotational states have also

been used to enhance optical cycling, for example to laser cool YO (Yeo et al., 2015).

These cooling and trapping methods allow to reach temperatures down to the 100mK

range, which in spite of being several orders of magnitude hotter than ultracold
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atoms, already present an interesting regime to explore new physics, e.g. precision

measurements (Hudson et al., 2006a) and collision studies (Gilijamse et al., 2006;

Sawyer et al., 2008) of OH-radical, collisions in CaF (Maussang et al., 2005) and cold

chemistry and chemical dynamics in formaldehyde (Hudson et al., 2006b), to name a

few.

However, it still remains extremely challenging to reach temperatures below the mK-

range, via these techniques. This is where the alternative approach, of first cooling

atoms down to ultracold temperatures and then performing controlled association to

produce molecules, comes useful.

2.2.2 Photoassociation

Figure 2.3: Generic single-step photoassociation process, depicting resonant exci-
tation (solid arrow) of an unbound state of the ground-state potential to a weakly
bound-state of the excited potential at long-range, followed by decay via emmision
(dashed line) to a deeply bound level of the ground state. Figure has been reproduced
from Ulmanis et al. (2012).
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Photoassociation (Jones et al., 2006; Ulmanis et al., 2012) has been proven to be an ex-

tremely useful technique to produce deeply bound molecules at ultracold temperatures.

In this process, which is schematically shown in Fig. 2.3, starting from an ultracold

mixture of atoms, resonant light is used to drive a transition from one of the unbound

scattering states of the atomic pair to an electronically excited molecular bound-state.

From the excited state, it subsequently decays into one of the many possible ground

state levels of the molecule. The binding energy is released as a spontaneously emitted

photon, rather than heating the sample. This has been applied to create ultracold

molecules, e.g. Cs2 (Fioretti et al., 1998) and LiCs (Kraft et al., 2006) at low-lying

vibrational levels. By exploiting intermediate levels with favourable Franck-Condon

overlap with the lowest vibrational level, photoassociation can produce ultracold

molecules even in the absolute ro-vibronic ground state as has been demonstrated for

RbCs by Sage et al. (2005), LiCs by Deiglmayr et al. (2008), KRb by Aikawa et al.

(2010). However, the incoherent de-excitation process in single-step photoassociation,

populates more than one low-lying levels. To overcome this difficulty in producing

pure ground state samples, a two-step photoassociation scheme has been proposed

by Koch and Shapiro (2012), which uses a two-photon coherent transfer scheme to

replace the incoherent de-excitation step. Other variants of photoassocation process,

e.g. two photon excitation to a higher excited state, e.g. used for the production of

NaCa+ (Gacesa et al., 2016) or to a highly excited Rydberg state followed by radiative

decay (Nikolov et al., 2000) have also been used to produce ground-state molecules.

In addition to producing atom-atom dimers, creation of atom-molecule trimers using

photoassociation has been recently proposed (Pérez-Ríos et al., 2015) as well.

2.2.3 Feshbach association

Association via magnetically tunable Feshbach resonances (Chin et al., 2010) is another

widely used technique to produce molecules from a mixture of free atoms in an unbound
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scattering state. Feshbach resonances can be understood in the light of a two-channel

model (Köhler et al., 2006) as schematically depicted in Fig. 2.4. Here, for a pair

of free atoms with small kinetic energy E, there exists one scattering channel (the

energetically open channel) with asymptotic energy less than E and another channel

(the energetically closed channel) with asymptotic energy greater than E. The closed

channel can sustain bound states for the atomic pair. The difference in energies in the

two channels originate from the fact that the colliding particles possess internal states.

A particular set of internal states or quantum numbers for the colliding pair will give

rise to particular scattering channel defined by a unique Born-Oppenheimer potential.

Ec
E

Vopen(R)

Vclosed(R)

En
er
gy

Separation	R

Figure 2.4: Feshbach resonance depicted via a two-channel model (Köhler et al.,
2006). Green curve represents the energetically open channel with asymptotic energy
(dotted line) less than that of the scattering pair, which is E. Red curve represents the
closed channel with asympototic energy greater than E and can sustain bound state.

Since the set of internal states of the pair in each channel is different, each channel has

a non-identical response to changes in external magnetic or electric fields2. In the case

of magnetic Feshbach association, the fact that the continuum and bound states of

the open and closed scattering channels respectively have different internal spin states,

is exploited. The non-identical internal spin state gives rise to non-identical magnetic

2In this section, we mainly discuss magnetically tuned Feshbach resonances. In addition to
magnetic fields, radio-frequency fields (Tscherbul et al., 2010) or optical fields (Nicholson et al., 2015)
can be used as well to shift the bound and continuum states, differentially across a resonance.
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moments, say µatom and µmol respectively for the continuum and bound states. This

implies for a given magnetic field B, there is a energy difference between the two,

given by,

Eδ = (µatom − µmol)× (B −Bres) ≡ µres(B −Bres), (2.9)

where Bres is the resonance magnetic field value and µres is the difference in magnetic

moments of the two. One of the most interesting features of a Feshbach resonance is

the behaviour of the scattering length across the resonance. It is observed (Köhler

et al., 2006; Moerdijk et al., 1995) that for s-wave scattering, the scattering length

a(B) goes as,

a(B) = abg

(
1− ∆

B −B0

)
, (2.10)

where abg is the background scattering length for the entrance channel and ∆ is

the width of the resonance determined by the coupling strength between the two

states. Here, one must note that B0 is not indentical to Bres, but is shifted due to

dressing (Köhler et al., 2006) of the bare states by the coupling.

Starting from ultracold atomic mixtures with high-phase space density, for the pro-

duction of ultracold molecules, efficient association by sweeping over such a Feshbach

resonance from negative to positive scattering lengths, have been performed for several

homonuclear species, like 6Li2 (Jochim et al., 2003a,b), Cs2 (Jochim et al., 2003b),

Na2 (Xu et al., 2003), 40K2 (Regal et al., 2003), 87Rb2 (Dürr et al., 2004) and het-

eronuclear species like 40K87Rb (Ospelkaus et al., 2006), 85Rb87Rb (Papp and Wieman,

2006), 6Li40K (Voigt et al., 2009), 87Rb133Cs (Takekoshi et al., 2012), & 23Na40K (Wu

et al., 2012), among many others.

Further discussion on Feshbach resonances in the light of the asymptotic bound state

model (Tiecke et al., 2010) describing the 6Li40K Feshbach resonance in our experiment

is given in Sec. 3.2.2.

From the discussion above, one can notice that unlike photoassociation where deeply
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bound molecules are created, Feshbach association only produces very weakly bound

molecules near the asymptote. This necessitates additional transfer schemes to move

the weakly associated molecules to deeper-bound states or to the deepest ro-vibrational

level, if the end goal is to produce ground-state molecules. This is where the scheme

for coherent Raman transfer (Bergmann et al., 1998) comes into the picture and will

be the topic of discussion for the next section.

2.2.4 Coherent transfer using stimulated Raman adiabatic

passage (STIRAP)

Coherent two photon Raman transfer also known as stimulated Raman adiabatic

passage (STIRAP) (Bergmann et al., 1998, 2015) has proven to be an extremely

valuable scheme to address this particular problem of transferring weakly bound

Feshbach molecules down to the absolute ground state. Schemes involving coherent

two-photon transfer of population from one state to another via an intermediate state,

in three-level systems were demonstrated experimentally as early as 1990 by Gaubatz

et al. (1990). An excellent overview of STIRAP in contexts other than the production

of ultracold ground-state molecules can be found in (Shore et al., 1995).

Once ultracold Feshbach molecules were experimentally realised as discussed in the

previous section, STIRAP became the ideal scheme for ground-state transfer to fulfil the

long-standing goal of producing ultracold polar molecules in the absolute ground state

with high-phase space densities. As one of the first demonstrations of STIRAP in this

context, ultracold 87Rb2 (Winkler et al., 2007) and 133Cs2 (Danzl et al., 2008) Feshbach

molecules have been transferred to deeper vibrational levels of the ground state with

very high efficiency. For the case of heteronuclear polar molecules, the pioneering

demonstration of STIRAP transfer to the absolute ground state was performed for

40K87Rb in the JILA experiment (Ni et al., 2008; Ospelkaus et al., 2008b). Subsequently
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the same has been done for 87Rb133Cs (Molony et al., 2014; Takekoshi et al., 2014)

and 23Na40K (Park et al., 2015b), as well.

2.3 Proposed applications of ultracold polar molecules

Ultracold polar molecules, with their externally tunable interactions, have opened up

new-possibilities for simulating interesting condensed matter models (Baranov et al.,

2012). A few such examples of proposed applications of ultracold polar molecules are

being cited in this section.

Spin lattice models using dipoles

A scheme for using polar molecules to construct a "toolbox" for simulating any

permutation-symmetric two spin-1
2
interactions was presented by Micheli et al. (2006).

It relies on the fact that rotational motion of the polar molecules is coupled strongly

through dipole-dipole interactions. In their scheme, microwave fields are used to

address rotational states to tune the spin dependence via spin-rotation splitting of

rotational states. An example of heteronuclear polar molecules, strongly confined in a

2D square lattice was given in the same proposal, as shown in Fig. 2.5.

Effective spin-dependent interactions are induced by mixing, dipole-dipole coupled

excited states, with the spin-independent ground state using microwave fields. By

tracing over the motional degrees of freedom of the molecules trapped in the motional

ground state of the lattice wells, an effective interaction Heff in the subspace of

spin-degrees of freedom can be obtained, such that, (Micheli et al., 2006)

Heff(r) =
~|Ω|

8

3∑
α,β=0

σα1Aα,β(r)σβ2 , (2.11)

where {σα}3
α=0 ≡ {1, σx, σy, σz} and A is a real symmetric tensor whose components
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Figure 2.5: Polar molecules trapped in a 2D square lattice. Microwave excitation
is used to induce dipolar interactions between the dipoles D1 and D2, generating
effective interactions between the spins S1 and S2. Figure reproduced from Micheli
et al. (2006).

are a function of the applied microwave-field polarisation and detuning, and the driving

Rabi-frequency. From the form of Eqn. 2.11, one can see that Heff represents arbitrary

permutation-symmetric two-qubit interactions. For example one can simulate the

highly anisotropic spin systems introduced by Douçot et al. (2005) in the context of

Josephson junction arrays, described by the following hamiltonian,

Hspin =
l−1∑
i=1

l−1∑
j=1

J(σzi,jσ
z
i,j+1 + cos ζσxi,jσ

x
i+1,j) (2.12)

A detailed prescription for the field polarizations and detuning required to achieve the

hamiltonian of Eqn. 2.12 can be found in same proposal by Micheli et al. (2006).

In similar spirit, a scheme for using polar molecules to simulate a wide variety of spin-1

lattice models was proposed by Brennen et al. (2007).

Proposed applications for quantum information processing

In addition to proposals for simulating other exotic quantum systems as described in

the previous section, the unique property of external tunability of dipolar molecules
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as well as their relatively long coherence times in optical traps (Lee and Ostrovskaya,

2005), have led to proposals for using them for quantum computing as well. One of

-V

+V

Standing-wave trap laser beam

Strong
E-field

Weak
E-fieldE-field due to each

dipole influences
its neighbors

Figure 2.6: Quantum computing with 1D-array of polar molecules in an electric field
gradient. Up/down orientation represent |0〉 or |1〉. Figure reproduced from DeMille
(2002)

the earliest schemes for performing quantum computing with trapped polar molecules

was proposed by DeMille (2002) and is shown schematically in Fig. 2.6. Ultracold

dipoles are held in a weak trapping potential in a 1D-array with an electric-field

gradient to allow spectroscopic addressing of individual dipoles. Orientation of the

dipoles with respect to the electric field determines the state |0〉 or |1〉 of the qubit and

nearest-neighbour dipole-dipole interactions can be potentially utilised to implement

two-qubit logic gates for quantum information processing.

Other examples, include a scheme for coupling an isolated polar molecule with a meso-

scopic superconducting transmission-line resonator (Andre et al., 2006) where quantum

information is encoded in the rotational states of the polar molecules and the coupling

is implemented via microwave-fields, and a scheme (Yelin et al., 2006) implementing a

universal two-qubit quantum logic gate with polar molecules. Microwave fields are used

in the latter as well, to address rotational states, allowing "dipole-switching", where

the dipole-interaction is selectively turned on or off. Schemes for utilising ultracold

polar molecule as quantum memory for storing quantum states with low dephasing

rates have also been proposed by Rabl and Zoller (2007); Rabl et al. (2006).

The examples presented here, are by no means, an exhaustive list of potential applica-

tions of ultracold dipolar molecules. Rather they are meant to be a small representative

of the wide range of possibilities that polar molecules, with their externally tunable
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interactions, open up.
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Chapter 3
Molecular structure of LiK and optimal

route for ground-state transfer

An overview of the 6Li40K molecular structure and relevant Hund’s cases are provided in

this chapter. Existing data from other experiments regarding the molecular potentials

dissociating on the (2S+4S), (2S+4P) and (2P+4S) Li+K electronic asymptotes, are

reviewed and numerical predictions for the energy levels of potentials relevant to our

experiment, are included as well. These predictions serve as a guide in performing the

single and two-photon spectroscopy, the results of which can be found in Chapter 7.

Discussions pertaining to relevant selection rules, singlet-triplet mixing of the starting

Feshbach state in the light of the asymptotic-bound state model by Tiecke et al. (2010),

and spin-orbit coupling of excited states near the dissociation threshold, are also

provided in this chapter. These are necessary for narrowing down the possible list

of intermediate states suitable for coherent two-photon transfer. Finally, numerical

calculations for the Franck-Condon factors are presented to make it possible to select

optimal routes for the two-photon transfer based on respective transition strengths.
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3.1 The LiK molecular structure

3.1.1 Hund’s coupling cases

In order to formulate the molecular structure of 6Li40K or for that matter any other

molecule, it is necessary to first introduce the Hund’s coupling cases (Herzberg, 2013)

for the electronic and rotational states. Depending on how the electron spin, electron

orbital angular momentum and nuclear rotation couple, there are a total of five coupling

cases of which, the cases (a), (b) and (c) are relevant for the case of 6Li40K and are

depicted in Fig. 3.1. For all the three cases, which we describe below, the total angular

momentum of the molecule is denoted by J, the angular momentum of nuclear rotation

is N, and the spin and orbital angular momentum of the electron are denoted by S

and L, respectively.

(a) (b) (c)

Λ ΛΣ

Ω

Ω

N
J

L

S

J

S
L

N
K

N

J

S

Ja

Figure 3.1: Hunds coupling cases, (a), (b) and (c). Figure adapted from (Wörner
and Merkt, 2011) and edited to match the notations of (Herzberg, 2013), which is
used in the discussion in this section.

Hund’s case (a)

In this case, the nuclear rotation is coupled weakly with the electronic motion which

in turn is coupled strongly to the internuclear axis and is a good approximation

at short internuclear distances. Both S and L, being individually strongly coupled

to the internuclear axis, give rise to a total electronic angular momentum Ω, with
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the quantum number Ω = |Σ + Λ|, where Σ and Λ are the quantum numbers of

the individual projections of S and L on the internuclear axis. The total angular

momentum of the molecule J is the resultant of N and Ω, and is a constant. The

good quantum numbers in this case, are Λ, S, Σ and Ω.

In common spectroscopic notations, i 2Σ+1Λ±
Ω is used for labelling the molecular states,

where Λ = 0 is denoted by Σ (not to be confused with the projection of S), Λ = 1

by Π, Λ = 2 by ∆ and so on. The same is used for this thesis, which also uses the

traditional numbering scheme, i = "X" and "a" for the singlet and triplet ground

states respectively, and for the excited states, i is serially incremented by one, for

each of the 1Σ, 3Σ, 1Π and 3Π series1. The + or − denotes parity symmetry of the

electronic wavefunction with respect to a plane passing through the internuclear axis.

This notation is usable for Hund’s cases (a) and (b).

Hund’s case (b)

In this case, which is applicable when Λ = 0 and S 6= 0, the electron spin S is not

coupled to the internuclear axis and Ω is not defined. The nuclear rotation angular

momentum N, and S form the resultant total angular momentum J. The case may

also be valid for some light molecules, even if Λ 6= 0 (Herzberg, 2013). Then the

electronic orbital angular momentum projection Λ and N first form a resultant K.

which along with S then form the total resultant J.

Hund’s case (c)

This case is valid for situations where the mutual coupling of L and S is stronger

than their individual couplings to the internuclear axis. It is a good approximation at

1Alternative scheme using b,c,d... and A,B,C... for the triplet and singlet excited states respectively
is also commonly used.
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large internuclear separation, hence is applicable for descriptions of states near the

dissociation threshold. Here L and S form a resultant Ja which then adds up with N

to form the resultant total J. Here Ω is a good quantum number and can be used for

labelling the states as,

Ω±
g,u (3.1)

where + and − represent the same symmetry as before, and g or u represents point

inversion symmetry of the wavefunction and is relevant for homonuclear molecules.

3.1.2 6Li40K potentials

Having introduced the relevant Hund’s cases and the usable spectroscopic notations

for the molecular states in the previous section, here we provide a brief overview of

the potentials of the LiK molecule, connecting to the ground state (2S+4S) electronic

asymptote, and the excited (2S+4P) and (2P+4S) electronic asymptotes. These are

shown in Fig. 3.2. There are two ground state potentials, X1Σ+ and a3Σ+, dissociating

on the (2S+4S) asymptote. For each of the excited electronic asymptote, there are

four potential curves; 13Π, 21Σ+, 23Σ+ and 11Π for the (2S+4P), and 31Σ+, 21Π, 23Π

and 33Σ+ for the (2P+4S).

To our advantage, there is a wealth of existing theoretical and experimental data about

the nature of LiK molecular potentials, available from other works. One of the first

descriptions of the ground-state spectroscopic properties and long-range asymptotic

form of the molecular states, for several heteronuclear alkali-alkali dimers including

LiK, were provided by Müller, Wolfgang and Meyer, Wilfried (1984) and Bussery et al.

(1987), respectively. Polarisation labelling spectroscopy was utilised by Bednarska

et al. (1997, 1998), and laser induced fluorescent spectroscopy was used by Martin

et al. (2001) to investigate the 11Π−X1Σ+ system of 39K7Li. Polarisation labelling

spectroscopy was also used by Pashov et al. (1998) to study the 11Π ← X1Σ+ and
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Figure 3.2: Adiabatic potentials for 6Li40K , connecting to the lowest three electronic
asymptotes. Potentials are labelled using the spectroscopic notation introduced in
subsec. 3.1.1. Axes are in atomic units.

21Σ+ ← X1Σ+ systems of 39K7Li. The a3Σ+ ground state was partially investigated

by Salami et al. (2007) using Fourier transform spectra of near-infrared laser-induced

fluorescence in 39K6Li and a full analytic potential curve for the same was provided.

Detailed analytic representation of the X1Σ+ and a3Σ+ potentials were provided by

Tiemann et al. (2009). Here correction terms to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation

of the adiabatic potentials, were also provided.

Regarding the excited states, Ab initio potential curves were first provided by Rousseau

et al. (1999). Further modelling of the 11Π and 31Σ+ potentials was done by Jastrzebski

et al. (2001) using experimental data from their prior-work. This work also reports

the mutual perturbation of the low lying levels of the 11Π and 31Σ+ states. More
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recently, experimental investigation of the higher-lying levels of the excited states,

near the asymptotes for 6Li40K was performed via single-photon photoassociation in a

magneto-optical trap by the Paris group (Ridinger et al., 2011). It was reported there,

as well as in previous work (Wang and Stwalley, 1998), that the potentials dissociating

on the 2P + 4S asymptote posses a repulsive C6 coefficient, making them repulsive in

the long range and not suitable for photoassociation. Higher potentials like 21Π and

41Π were studied by Grochola et al. (2003) and Grochola et al. (2004) respectively.

3.1.3 Existing Data

Brief summary of existing data about the ground and excited states, as obtained from

the collective of numerous works stated earlier, is being presented in this section.

The ground state potential

Analytic representation of the X1Σ+ and a3Σ+ potentials are available in Tiemann

et al. (2009). High resolution Fourier Transform spectroscopy of the fluorescence

spectra of 39K7Li and 39K6Li mixtures in a heat-pipe was used as the experimental

data for quantitative modelling of the potentials. Utilising the data from more than

one isotopologue, adiabatic corrections to Born-Oppenhiemer (BO) approximation for

the singlet ground state potential, were also provided. Starting from the BO-corrected

potential, we used the Fourier-grid Hamiltonian method Marston and BalintâĂŘKurti

(1989) to solve for the bound-state energy eigenvalues and wavefunctions of this

potential. For this purpose, the efficient Fortran numerical routine "FGHEVEN",

written by Balint-Kurti et al. (1991) was used. As a check against potential numerical

errors, the calculated value of the highest excited state was verified against the

experimentally measured Feshbach Data (Tiecke et al., 2010) and they agreed to

within a few hundred MHz. The dissociation energy for the ground state is given as
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v E (cm−1) v E (cm−1) v E (cm−1) v E (cm−1)

0 -6104.23 3 -5443.27 6 -4808.82 9 -4201.74

1 -5881.00 4 -5228.80 7 -4603.37 10 -4005.65

2 -5660.67 5 -5017.31 8 -4401.00 11 -3812.77

Table 3.1: Numerically calculated low lying levels of 6Li40K , obtained by solving
the potential curve provided in (Tiemann et al., 2009) using Fourier-grid Hamiltonian
method. The energies are given with respect to the (2S+4S) asymptote.

6216.886(100) cm−1 in (Tiemann et al., 2009). Table 3.1 provides the numerically-solved

twelve lowest vibrational states.

Additional data for the ground state for 39K7Li, is also available in form of Dunham

expansion coefficients (Dunham, 1932), as well as a numerical potential curve in the

work by Martin et al. (2001). A dissociation energy of 6216.4(10) cm−1 is obtained

from this work which agrees with (Tiemann et al., 2009) within the specified accuracy.

The (1)1Π excited state potential

Polarisation labelling spectroscopy was also used by Pashov et al. (1998) to study the

11Π← X1Σ+ and 31Σ+ ← X1Σ+ systems of 39K7Li. The data is available in the form

of Dunham coefficients. These Dunham expansion coefficients, Ykl, can be mass-scaled

as follows,

Ti(v, J) = Te+∑
k,l

(
µ

µi

)l+k/2{
Ykl + δykl +

∆Mα
A

Mα
A

δAk,l +
∆Mα

B

Mα
B

δBk,l

}(
v +

1

2

)k
× [J(J + 1)− Λ]l

(3.2)

to obtain the levels for the other isotopologues, where µ is the original reduced mass

and µi is the reduced mass of the target isotopologue, v is the vibrational quantum
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number, J is the rotational state and Λ is the projection of electron orbital angular

momentum on the internuclear axis. δyk,l constants are set by the parity of the levels

with respect to the Λ-doubling (Herzberg, 2013). δAk,l and δBk,l introduce finer corrections

to the mass-scaling with ∆Mα
A and ∆Mα

B being the mass difference of the two atoms.

For the levels near the threshold, photo association data (Ridinger et al., 2011) is

available for the five-highest vibrational levels with an accuracy of ±0.004 cm−1.

For the unknown levels in between the two available datasets, we perform a polynomial

fit. Table 3.2 gives a compiled overview2 of the predicted levels.

v E (cm−1) v E (cm−1) v E (cm−1) v E (cm−1)

0 11427.43 10 12413.61 20 12878 30 13041.0752

1 11566.32 11 12476.18 21 12910 31 13042.4138

2 11696.18 12 12534.81 22 12935 32 13042.8495

3 11815.65 13 12589.72 23 12960

4 11924.70 14 12641.08 24 12984

5 12024.06 15 12689.08 25 13001

6 12114.82 16 12733.86 26 13011

7 12198.17 17 12775.50 27 13022

8 12275.18 18 12813.84 28 13032.4449

9 12346.77 19 12848 29 13037.6439

Table 3.2: Known levels for the (1)1Π excited state potential. Levels 0-18 are
obtained from mass-scaling the data for 39K7Li Pashov et al. (1998), levels 28-32 are
obtained from photo-association data (Ridinger et al., 2011), while 19-27 are given by
polynomial extrapolation of a fit-function to the known levels. The energies are given
with respect to the (2S+4S) asymptote.

2The mass scaling and extrapolation of levels previously calculated for this experiment and listed
in (Brachmann, 2012) has certain discrepancies due to mislabelling of vibrational states.
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The (1)1Σ excited state potential

Similar mass-scaling of the Dunham coefficients is performed to predict the vibrational

states of the (1)1Σ potential of 6Li40K using the heat-pipe spectroscopy data for 39K7Li.

Table 3.3 lists the numerical results.

v E (cm−1) v E (cm−1) v E (cm−1) v E (cm−1)

0 5953.06 10 7319.74 20 8574.34 30 9742.39

1 6097.09 11 7449.31 21 8695.06 31 9854.27

2 6239.13 12 7577.90 22 8814.94 32 9965.24

3 6379.34 13 7705.53 23 8933.96 33 10075.31

4 6517.86 14 7832.24 24 9052.11

5 6654.81 15 7958.07 25 9169.40

6 6790.32 16 8083.02 26 9285.79

7 6924.48 17 8207.11 27 9401.30

8 7057.38 18 8330.36 28 9515.90

9 7189.11 19 8452.77 29 9629.60

Table 3.3: Known levels for the (1)1Σ excited state potential, obtained from mass-
scaling the data for 39K7Li. The energies are given with respect to the (2S+4S)
asymptote.

3.2 Suitable states for two-photon transfer

The initial Feshbach state and intermediate excited state need to be suitably chosen,

to allow optimal two-photon transfer to the absolute singlet ground state. Criteria,

that needs to be taken under consideration here, are the relevant selection rules for the

two transitions. These selection rules, as we shall see in the next subsection, disallow

dipole-transition between singlet-triplet states. Hence, the singlet-triple admixture

of the initial and intermediate states demands a close look and will be the topic of

discussion in this section. The relevant transition strengths in terms of Franck-Condon
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overlap factors are also subsequently discussed.

3.2.1 Selection rules

Selection rules are dependent on the Hund’s coupling case (Herzberg, 2013). For

Hund’s case(a), the electric dipole transition rules are,

∆J,∆Λ,∆Ω,∆MJ = 0,±1 (3.3)

∆S,∆Σ = 0 (3.4)

∆MI = 0,±1 for ∆MJ = 0 (3.5)

∆MI = 0 for ∆MJ = ±1 (3.6)

∆MF = 0,+1,−1 for polarisations π, σ+, σ−, resp. (3.7)

with the exception of ∆J = 0 being forbidden for J = 0 and for Ω = 0 → Ω = 0

transitions.

In the case of molecules, higher vibrational levels usually have some singlet-triplet

admixture due to spin-orbit coupling. This is especially significant in states near the

dissociation threshold where spin-orbit coupling is strongest. For the transition to the

pure singlet ro-vibrational ground state, one would require an excited intermediate

state with sufficient singlet fraction. Depending on the singlet-triplet admixture of

the initial Feshbach state, it might even be possible to choose a predominantly singlet

intermediate state, which would make the dipole transition between the intermediate

state and the pure-singlet ground state, more favourable. Thus, it is highly desirable to

have a sufficiently large singlet fraction in initial Feshbach state. The 215.6G 6Li40K

Feshbach resonance has this feature as we shall see in the following.
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3.2.2 Choice of the starting Feshbach state

Asymptotic bound state model

The asymptotic bound state model, described in detail in (Moerdijk et al., 1995; Tiecke

et al., 2010), is a computationally simple method of describing Feshbach resonances,

using known molecular bare states. We employed it to determine the singlet fraction

in our Feshbach molecular state at the 215.6G resonance, which is closed channel

dominated. In this model, where the Feshbach states are described as a superposition

of the weakest bound states of the singlet and triplet bare molecular potentials coupled

via hyperfine interatctions, the total hamiltonian H is written as,

H = Hrel +Hint , (3.8)

where Hrel
3 describes the relative motion of the diatomic system in the adiabatic

molecular potential and Hint represents the "internal-energy", comprising of the

Zeeman interaction Hz as well as Hyperfine interaction Hhf. The latter two quantities

are given by,

Hz = (γeS− γ1i1 − γ2i2) ·B (3.9)

Hhf =
ahf1

~2
i1 · s1 +

ahf2

~2
i2 · s2 , (3.10)

where S is the total electron spin, and i1 & i2 are the nuclear spins of the two nuclei.

γe, γ1 and γ2 are their respective gyromagnetic ratios, and ahf1 & ahf2 , the hyperfine

constants.

To investigate the coupled states, the total hamiltonian, H can be diagonalised in the

ABM basis, {|ψSlv 〉|S,MS, i
α
m, i

β
m〉}, where S is the total electron spin, and MS, iαm and

3This is similar to the bare state hamiltonian, Hpot of Eqn. 3.14, the difference being in the basis
set used for the description.
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iβm are the electron and the two nuclear magnetic quantum numbers. Here |ψSlv 〉 are

the bare motional eigenstates with vibrational and rotational quantum numbers v and

l respectively.
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Figure 3.3: Singlet-triplet admixture for the MF = −5 Feshbach state, as a function
of Magnetic field. Bold black line shows the singlet fraction, which is 52% at 215.6G.
Colored lines represent the triplet fractions. States are labelled using |S,MS, i

Li
m, i

K
m〉}.

Diagonalising the total hamiltonian, numerically, we obtained the coupled eigenstates

and their eigen-energies. The MF = −5 Feshbach state, where MF = MS + iαm + iβm, is

projected onto the bare-molecular states to obtain the singlet-triple admixture as shown

in Fig. 3.3. We observe, a significantly large, 52% singlet fraction from the sole-singlet

state, which makes this particular resonance an attractive choice. In comparison, the

previously investigated 155G resonance has 42% singlet fraction (Brachmann, 2012).

3.2.3 Spin-orbit coupled states near the dissociation thresh-

old

As in the case of the initial state, one also needs to consider the singlet-triplet mixing

in the case of the intermediate excited state. Spin-orbit coupling interaction which is
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responsible for mixing the levels, is dominant at large internuclear distance, hence is

important for excited states near the dissociation threshold. The spin-orbit hamiltonian

for the open shell electrons coupling with its own angular momentum, can be written

as HSO, where

HSO = H+
SO +H−

SO (3.11)

and,

H±
SO =

aSO
2~2

(s1 ± s2) · l , (3.12)

aSO being the spin-orbit coupling constant. In the following, aSO is assumed to be

independent of the internuclear distance R. A more refined analysis, modelling a

vanishing aSO at short distances can be found in (Amiot et al., 2002). However, for

the case of LiK this is not available and the range of aSO is unknown.

The four excited states4, 13Π, 21Σ+, 23Σ+ and 11Π dissociating on the (2S+4P)

asymptote can be expressed in the ||Λ|, S,Σ,Λ〉 basis with the basis vectors given by:

|1, 1, 1, 1〉, |1, 1, 1,−1〉, |1, 1, 0, 1〉, |1, 1, 0,−1〉, |1, 1,−1, 1〉, |1, 1,−1,−1〉, |1, 0, 0, 1〉,

|1, 0, 0,−1〉, |0, 1, 1, 0〉, |0, 1, 0, 0〉, |0, 1,−1, 0〉, and |0, 0, 0, 0〉.

4In the other notation, b3Π, A1Σ+, c3Σ+ and B1Π.
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Expanded in this basis, HSO is expressed as,

HSO =
aSO

3



1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0

0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



|1, 1, 1, 1〉 2

|1, 1, 1,−1〉 0

|1, 1, 0, 1〉 1

|1, 1, 0,−1〉 1

|1, 1,−1, 1〉 0

|1, 1,−1,−1〉 2

|1, 0, 0, 1〉 1

|1, 0, 0,−1〉 1

|0, 1, 1, 0〉 1

|0, 1, 0, 0〉 0

|0, 1,−1, 0〉 1

|0, 0, 0, 0〉 0

(3.13)

where the basis vectors and the Ω quantum number is provided in the last two columns

for purposes of readability.

In order to obtain the spin orbit coupled potential, one must then diagonalise the total

hamiltonian,

H = HSO +HPot(R) , (3.14)

where HPot(R) is the uncoupled hamiltonian consisting of the bare-states 13Π, 21Σ+,

23Σ+ and 11Π, expanded in the same eigenbasis.

While it is possible to simplify the matrix, exploiting the fact that states with different

Ω do not couple via spin-orbit coupling, one can also numerically diagonalise the full

matrix. Performing the full diagonalisation in Mathematica, we obtain the coupled

potentials, which are shown in Fig. 3.4, zooming into the strongly coupled region at

large R.

What is more relevant for purposes of our two-photon transfer scheme, is the behaviour

of the projections of the coupled-potentials onto the basis of the bare states, as a

function of internuclear distance, as shown in Fig. 3.5. From the figure, one can notice
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"upper triad", and (Ω = 1, 0−, 0+) "lower triad" are labelled. Dashed line represent
the bare potentials.

that the states Ω = 1up of the dyad and Ω = 0− of the upper triad have large singlet

components in the form of |1Π〉 and |1Σ〉 respectively at internuclear distances near the

minima of the X1Σ+ ground state potential, which is approximately at 6 a0. Therefore,

these states are favourable choices as intermediate states for the two-photon transfer

to the singlet absolute ground state.

3.2.4 Franck Condon factors

Another very important factor that needs to be taken into consideration while selecting

an intermediate level, suitable for two-photon transfer, is the strength of the two

transitions. The transition strength for two states, can be estimated by the Franck-

Condon (Herzberg, 2013) overlap integral between the two wavefunctions describing

the states. Thus an intermediate state with good wavefunction overlap with both the
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Figure 3.5: Projections of SO-coupled potentials on the bare-potential basis, as a
function of internuclear distance. Fig.(a) shows the projections of the Ω = 1 states
while (b) shows that of the Ω = 0 states. Ω = 1up of the dyad in Fig.(a) and Ω = 0− of
the upper triad in Fig.(b) have large singlet components at short internuclear distances.

starting Feshbach state as well as the final ground state, needs to be selected. For this

purpose we first numerically evaluate the wavefunctions for the vibrational levels of

ground and excited potentials using Fourier-grid hamiltonian method and then observe

the Franck-Condon factors (FCF), which is the square of the overlap integral of the

wavefunctions, for the possible pairs of states. The numerical results are plotted in

Fig. 3.6(a)-(d).

The first two plots in the array, Fig. 3.6(a) and Fig. 3.6(b), show the FCFs for the
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Figure 3.6: Franck-Condon factors(FCF) between the states relevant for two-photon
transfer. Upper two plots show the FCFs for the low-lying vibrational levels of the
ground state X1Σ potential, with the vibrational states of 21Σ potential (subplot (a))
and the vibrational states of 11Π potential (subplot (b)). Each color represents a
unique vibrational level of the ground state, as labelled inside the subplots. Lower
plots show the FCF between the initial Feshbach state, which is v = 48 of X1Σ with
the vibrational states of 21Σ potential (subplot (c)) and 11Π potential (subplot (d)).
Positions of the excited vibrational levels from the ground state asymptote are provided
both in wavenumbers and wavelengths on the bottom and top x-axes respectively, for
each sub-plot.

low-lying vibrational levels of the X1Σ ground state, with the vibrational states of 21Σ

and 11Π potentials. For the vibrational levels of 21Σ, the FCFs for the overlap with the

low-lying ground state levels, increase monotonously for progressively deeper-bound

excited states except for the last few states (Fig. 3.6(a)). This is due to the fact that

the minima of the excited state and the ground state potentials are not located at
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the same internuclear distance, but are shifted with respect to each other (visually

observable in the potential curves of Fig. 3.2). The trends are somewhat different

for the excited states of 11Π potential (Fig. 3.6(b)), as the FCFs of v = 2, 3, 4 of the

ground state with the excited state levels, exhibit an oscillatory nature.

The trends for the FCFs between the Feshbach state, which is the highly excited v = 48

level of the X1Σ ground state, with the vibrational levels of both the 21Σ (Fig. 3.6(c))

and 11Π (Fig. 3.6(d)) potentials are similar. As expected, it is highest for the highly

excited states close to the dissociation threshold and decreases monotonically for

progressively deeper excited states.

Evidently there is a trade-off, since good overlap with the ground state demands

deeper-bound levels of the excited state, while it is the other way for overlap with the

Feshbach state. Hence, product of the two FCFs for each state, is an effective criterion

for deciding its suitability for two-photon transfer.

Additional experimental constraints are also important here in terms of easily obtainable

laser frequencies. For example it is usually, relatively easier to obtain higher intensities

(few hundred milliwatts) in red and near-infrared wavelengths using diode lasers and

tapered amplifiers as opposed to that in the case of shorter wavelengths, e.g. in the

green, where until very recently second-harmonic generation was the only available

source. Consequently it is possible to obtain relatively high Rabi frequencies for

transitions in the infrared using stronger driving laser intensities, despite slightly

unfavourable overlap integral.

Based on the numerical results and experimental considerations first 11 vibrational

levels, starting from the dissociation threshold, of 11Π were identified for further

investigation via laser spectroscopy of the Feshbach molecules, in the initial survey.

We have also investigated the levels v = 27, 28, 29 of the X1Σ state.

Regarding the second transition between the low-lying ground state levels and the
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intermediate excited state, one can notice from Fig. 3.6(a) and (b), that there is a

significant improvement in FCFs, when one progresses up the vibrational ladder of the

ground state. For example, for the v = 29 excited state of 21Σ in Fig. 3.6(a), there is

a difference of a factor of 50, for the FCFs with v = 0 vs v = 3 of the ground-state.

This fact is exploited for the first successful two-photon addressing scheme, presented

in Sec. 7.4.1.
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The machine used as the experimental platform for the work presented in this the-

sis, was originally developed at MPQ and was the workhorse for the triple-species

experiment (Taglieber et al., 2006) and was used for creating a quantum degenerate

two-species Fermi-Fermi mixture of 6Li and 40K, coexisting with a 87Rb Bose-Einstein

condensate (Taglieber et al., 2008). Subsequently, the first production (Voigt et al.,

2009) of an ultra-cold bosonic heteronuclear molecules of fermionic 6Li and 40K by

magnetic association across a narrow s-wave Feshbach resonance (Costa et al., 2010)

was also achieved on this machine. Extensive documentation exists (Costa, 2011;

Eigenwillig, 2007; Henkel, 2005; Taglieber, 2008; Voigt, 2004, 2009; Wieser, 2006)

regarding details of its design and construction, hence would not be re-iterated in this

thesis.

The machine was moved over from Munich to Singapore in 2010. The vacuum chamber

was transported with the vacuum intact. The laser systems for the three species and

the associated optics were all dissembled, transported separately and reassembled

back on the laser tables at Singapore. After the move, certain changes were made

to the machine in view of the future direction of the experiment, which are briefly

documented in this chapter.
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Figure 4.1: CAD Schematics for the vacuum-system of the triple-species machine.
Show in the figure, are the "MOT-chamber", "oven-chamber" and "UHV-chamber".
The ions-pumps, lithium oven and Zeeman slower, and the differential pumping tubes
are annotated. Figure reproduced from Taglieber (2008).

4.0.1 Changes to the Munich machine

Installation of HV electrodes for polarising the molecules

One of the first changes was the installation of new electrodes for polarising the

molecules by applying an electrostatic field. Electrodes connected via high-voltage

feed-throughs capable of sustaining ±20 kV were installed inside the UHV cell. Finite

element-method simulations were done to optimise the design of the electrodes to

generate a uniform electric field, with sufficiently low gradient over the volume of the

optical dipole trapping region. Details of the same, will be published in the PhD thesis
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of Mark Lam, another graduate student in the group, later this year.

Installation of new Rb and K dispensers

As another part of the vacuum works, new atomic vapour sources were also installed,

replacing the old rubidium and potassium dispensers from Munich. For this purpose

commercial dispensers were used for both atomic species obtained from Alvatec

Alvasource. The dispensers were containing isotopically enriched metallic 87Rb and

40K aiming at improved atom number yield. After installation of electrodes and

replacement of dispensers, usual procedure of pump-down with turbo-molecular pump

backed by an oil-free diaphragm pump was performed. This was followed by careful

baking of the vacuum system (see Fig. 4.1 for an overview). The bakeout stage is

critical for the MOT chamber, since the glass windows are sealed by indium, which

has a low melting temperature of 156.6 ◦C and can easily develop leaks if overheated.

After successful bakeout, optics for MOT and optical dipole trapping, as well as

coil assemblies for MOT, magnetic trapping, magnetic-transport and Feshbach field

generation were re-installed in the same configuration as that in Munich1.

To restart operation of our triple species MOT (Taglieber et al., 2006), the dispensers

needed to be initialised by applying an operating current to melt the seal of the

dispenser. This was observed by monitoring the vacuum pressure which showed the

trapped gas volume being released at the time the seal was melted. Subsequently,

dispensers were operated at low currents to allow for further degassing. After closing

off the vacuum system from the turbo-pump, MOT operation was monitored while

the dispenser currents were slowly increased. Unfortunately, neither for Rb nor

for K satisfactory atom numbers were ever achieved with the Alvatech dispensers.

Instead, after two-weeks of gradually increasing the currents we found our chamber

1Detailed schematics available in (Taglieber, 2008; Voigt, 2009)
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contaminated and the windows covered by metallic coatings originating from both

dispenser types. Similar failure was reported2 with Alvatec dispensers by the groups

of E. Rasel and J. Thywissen. The operation failure of the dispensers is attributed

to another metal of higher vapour pressure contaminating the dispensers, possibly

originating from the seal. After this unfortunate episode, the vacuum system was

cleaned up and the commerical Alvatec dispensers were replaced with homebuilt,

enriched-40K, redox-reaction dispensers (DeMarco et al., 1999), similar to what was

used before in Munich for potassium, and dispensers from SAES Getter for rubidium.

After re-bakeout, optimal triple species MOT operation was stably achieved.

Realignment of magnetic-transport assembly using intra-transport imaging

of atoms

However, the previously achieved triple degeneracy (Taglieber et al., 2008) still seemed

elusive. After a brief period of investigation, we traced the problem to misalignment

of the magnetic-transport field with respect to the differential-pumping-tube axis

separating the MOT chamber and the UHV chamber (see Fig. 4.1). By performing

absorption imaging, along the axis of the differential pumping tube, of the rubidium

cloud during transport, we detected that the cold cloud was smashing onto the walls

of the tube. The series of intra-transport picture shown in Fig. 4.2, were taken at

200ms intervals.

Figure 4.2: Intra-transport absorption images of Rb taken at 200ms intervals during
the magnetic transport from MOT to UHV chamber. Bright circular region is the
aperture of the differential pumping tube. Cloud transport direction is off-axis, leading
to collision with the vacuum chamber walls.

2via private communication.
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Once detected, this was fixed soon, with the results being visible in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Intra-transport absorption images of Rb, same as Fig. 4.2. Imaged after
realigning transport magnetic-field assembly with respect to differential pumping tube.

Subsequently, triple-degeneracy conditions were re-achieved in Singapore, but unfortu-

nately for a brief period of time.

Refurbishment of Li oven

Figure 4.4: Lithium atomic beam source. Shown in the figure are, lithium oven, colli-
mation tube, beam-shutter and outline of Zeeman-slower assembly. Figure reproduced
from (Taglieber, 2008).

Soon after, the Lithium atomic-beam oven suffered catastrophic failure. Macroscopic

amounts of Lithium had condensed on the first copper collimation tube next to the

oven (see Fig. 4.4) and initiated the formation of an alloy of lithium and copper. This

allowed more than half of the copper nozzle to melt away, since the melting point of the

alloy is lower than the operating temperature of the collimation tube. It is therefore

mandatory to carefully ensure that the temperature setting for the collimation tube

is above that of the lithium reservoir. In this case a flux equilibrium is established

with minimal condensation of lithium on the tube. A new beam-source assembly was

reconstructed and the system was re-baked.
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4.1 Machine-side optical setup for molecular spec-

troscopy

One important addition to the machine, was the optical setup for performing molecular

spectroscopy. Additional optical assemblies on breadboards were constructed for the

spectroscopy beams, as shown in Fig. 4.5. Two optical assemblies with adjustable

Z

X

Y

ODT H

ODT V

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6
DM

M3

M1 M2

FC1

FC2

Electrode

Figure 4.5: Machine-side optical setup for spectroscopy. Shown, are the vertical and
horizontal optical-dipole trap beams (ODT V and ODT H) and the four high-voltage
electrodes, one of which is labelled. Two spectroscopy beams, one from the top, parallel
to the y-axis and the other, horizontal, parallel to the z-axis are aligned on the trapped
molecules at the intersection of the ODT beams. The vertical beam is overlapped with
the ODT V beam using a dichroic mirror, DM. Two adjustable telescope pairs, L1-L2
and L4-L5 allow shifting of the focii of the beams. Final focussing of the spectroscopy
beams are achieved via two lenses L3 and L6, each having a focal length of 300mm.

focussing and beam positioning, were installed from two orthogonal directions as
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shown in the figure. This allows targetting of the molecules with the spectroscopy

beams from both vertical as well as transverse direction or a combination of both. By

coupling-in both the beams, into one endlessly-single-mode PM fiber (NKT Photonics

LMA-PM-5), the combined light can be sent in via any of the two directions using

either FC1 or FC2. Alternatively the two spectroscopy beams can be individually

coupled into separate fibers and sent in via FC1 and FC2 separately. It is important

to mention here that the Feshbach magnetic field, points in the X-direction. Thus the

top and the transverse beam directions allow the spectroscopy light to posses either

Π-polarisation, or a combination of both σ+ and σ− polarisations simultaneously.

Variable beam-waist at the cloud position is achievable within a range of 30µm to

90µm. Since the beam waist is only a few tens of microns, alignment of the beam

with the cloud position is critical. This is achieved as follows. First, imaging light

resonant to the imaging transition of Rubidium atoms is sent in, via the spectroscopy

setup. The lens for focussing the spectroscopy beam is shifted deliberately to create a

significantly large beam waist of few hundred microns at the cloud position and then

this light is used for absorption imaging of Rubidium BEC, on a CCD-camera. Proper

focussing of the camera optics, is performed using a small, few-micron-sized BEC to

obtain a diffraction free image and the cloud position, in terms of camera pixels, is

noted. Once this is done, care is taken to not touch any optics in the imaging path

between the atoms and the CCD-camera. Subsequently, the spectroscopy light is sent

in, and re-focussed while observing the camera image. Using the mirrors M1 and M2

for the vertical beam and mirror M3 for the horizontal beam(See Fig. 4.5) the focal

spot is positioned on the pixels corresponding to the position of the atoms, as recorded

in the previous step. During the actual experimental runs, frequent re-alignments were

necessary, every few days.
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Frequency-comb-stabilised Raman laser

system

As discussed in Sec. 3.2.4, we identified two possible routes for the coherent ground-

state transfer: one via the (1)1Π potential and the other via the (2)1Σ potential.

Addressing the transitions between ro-vibrational levels of interest for the first route

requires tunable Raman-laser pairs covering the wavelength ranges 766-772 nm and

522-525 nm. For the second route, the required wavelength pairs are in the ranges,

1038-1064 nm and 635-668 nm. This chapter describes in detail the construction and

stabilisation of the Raman laser system for the first route. Here we also investigate

the stability of a transfer-lock scheme, where the two lasers are short-term frequency

stabilized to a passive Fabry-Pérot resonator (FPR) and a frequency comb (FC) is

used to transfer the absolute frequency stability of a GPS-disciplined RF reference to

the optical frequencies. Finally, a brief overview of the laser sources for the second

route is given in the last section.
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5.1 767nm and 522nm Raman laser system for the

first route

5.1.1 Laser sources

Schematics of the two laser-systems constructed for the Raman transfer are shown in

Fig. 5.1. For 767 nm1, a commercial Toptica DL Pro is used as the source. It provides

up to 50mW of light after its optical-isolator and is tunable over a broad range of

760 nm to 775 nm by varying a combination of grating angle and temperature. An

anamorphic prism-pair is used, immediately after the optical isolator, to obtain a

near-Gaussian beam profile.

1040nm DL pro 1040nm
homebuilt TA

ADVR
SHG

522nm
To cavity and
comb for locking

BS

PBS

767nm DL pro

HWP
A
O
M

LLQWPM

A
O
M

LLQWPM

M

HWP

PBS

To cavity and
comb for locking

DM

M

To molecules

Figure 5.1: Schematics of the 767 nm and 522 nm lasers system showing the two
respective master laser and the second harmonic generation setup for the 522 nm laser.
The AOM lines for frequency and intensity tuning are shown as well.

For 522 nm1, at the time when the designing and construction of the laser system

was started, there were no commercially available green laser-diodes in the required

wavelength range. Hence, a laser source based on second harmonic generation (SHG)

was chosen. The fundamental light is generated by a Toptica DL Pro with a centre

1In this chapter and elsewhere in the thesis, the terms "767 nm laser" and "522 nm laser" are
often used as labels (referring to the nominal centre-wavelengths) to denote the two widely-tunable
lasers
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wavelength of 1050 nm. To obtain sufficient power for frequency doubling, the light

is amplified using a homebuilt tapered-amplifier(TA) (M2K TA-1060 chip) which

can deliver upto 1W of optical power. However under typical running conditions,

300mW of light is sufficient, and the TA is operated significantly below its maximum

current. Two commercial waveguide-based SHG modules from AdvR, one covering

520.0 - 522.5 nm and the other 522.5 - 525.0 nm are available for use in the setup.

Depending on required wavelength, one of the two SHG modules, is used as the

frequency-doubling stage. Each frequency-doubling waveguide has a relatively small

temperature-tuning coefficient of around 0.04 nm/◦C. Hence the wavelength can only

be tuned, within its operating temperature limits of 15 - 75 ◦C, by approximately

2.5 nm. 10mW of frequency doubled output can be obtained by coupling-in 300mW of

input light. Coupling efficiency of the non-Gaussian TA output beam into the fiber is

estimated (using another short patch fiber of similar mode-diameter) to be 50%. It is

noteworthy to mention here, under conditions where it is producing more than 12mW

output for extended periods of time, there is a possibility of non-reversible partial

damage to the AdvR SHG-module. According to private communications with the

manufacturer, it is not clear if this damage is related to the reversible photo-darkening

mechanisms (Batchko et al., 1998) often observed in SHG devices operating at higher

powers and lower wavelengths.

A broadband (100MHz RF-bandwidth) AOM in double-pass configuration is utilised

for each laser to provide necessary control over the intensity and frequency of the

spectroscopy (or STIRAP) pulse. Additional frequency tunability of both the lasers

over a wide-bandwidth of 400MHz is provided by the cavity locking scheme, as

discussed below.
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Figure 5.2: Experimental setup for our transfer-lock scheme. Short-term frequency
stability of the ECDLs and FC are maintained by the PDH locks and the fast feedback
to the control of the FC repetition rate, respectively. Frequency drifts of the FPR
are observed by the counter and compensated by the software loop through frequency
shifting EOMs for both lasers. Stability on long timescales is provided by a GPS
disciplined RF reference through the FC.

5.1.2 Stabilisation and characterisation of the stability

A schematic overview of the locking scheme is provided in Fig. 5.2. We use a transfer-

lock method where the two lasers are short-term frequency stabilized to a passive

Fabry-Pérot resonator (FPR) and a frequency comb (FC) is used to transfer the

absolute long-term frequency stability of a GPS-disciplined RF reference to the optical

frequencies. To attain absolute stability of both lasers, at first one of the two lasers is

used as a reference to which the FC is locked in the optical domain. This is implemented

by providing high-bandwidth feedback to the repetition rate of the frequency comb.
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Slow changes in the laser frequency originating from the frequency drift of the FPR

can then be observed by measuring the repetition rate (frep ) of the frequency comb

using the RF reference. In this section, we demonstrate how this can be used to

provide wavelength-scaled frequency corrections as feedback, to compensate the FPR

drift for both lasers simultaneously, thereby establishing a transfer-lock scheme and

eliminating the necessity for an additional optical phase-lock between the FC and

the second laser. We present an evaluation of the stability limits of this scheme by

comparing the frequency of the second laser with the FC, hence detecting deviations

from the prorated frequency compensation.

Stabilisation on fast timescales

For fast stabilization of the two ECDLs our scheme uses a passive FPR with a

Zerodur spacer of 115mm length. The cavity mirrors with a curvature of 250mm

are dual-wavelength coated for the respective wavelengths. The free spectral range is

1.3GHz and the finesse is approx. 4000 (2600) at 767 nm (523 nm) (Brachmann, 2012),

measured by observing cavity ring-down. To reduce thermal and acoustic couplings

with the environment the Zerodur spacer is vertically suspended inside a vacuum

chamber (2× 10−7 mbar). The assembly is actively temperature stabilized and isolated

by two thermal shields inside the vacuum chamber.

To facilitate sufficient frequency scan-range of the lasers for their application in molec-

ular spectroscopy, we employ the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) method in combination

with optical serrodyning (Houtz et al., 2009; Johnson et al., 2010). The frequency

stabilization of the lasers to the FPR is serving two purposes, namely short-term stabi-

lization and making a wide range of frequencies accessible for molecular spectroscopy.

The setup for the stabilization of the 767 nm laser is shown in detail in Fig. 5.3. First,

the output of the laser is shifted in frequency by utilizing a wide-bandwidth (20GHz)

fiberized electro-optical modulator (EOM) (EOSPACE, PM-0K5-20-PFA-PFA-770).
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Figure 5.3: Combined setup for PDH stabilization and frequency shifting by optical
serrodyning. After initial measurements the setup was extended to suppress residual
amplitude modulation (RAM) (components in dashed box). The RAM signal is derived
from a photo-diode (PD2) and provides DC feedback (PID1) to the EOM through a
bias T. In addition a temperature servo (PID2) is used to keep the value of the bias
voltage within the operating range of the EOM.

To achieve high optical power in a single frequency shifted sideband we make use of an

optical serrodyning technique. For this purpose the EOM is driven by the output of a

non-linear transmission line (NLTL) (Picosecond Pulse Labs 7112-110), fed from an

amplified direct digital synthesizer (DDS). The sawtooth output of the NLTL driving

the EOM causes suppression of the optical carrier and transfers up to 75% optical

power to only one of the sidebands. This allows us to shift the optical frequency over

a range corresponding to the NLTL carrier bandwidth of 200 − 700MHz. Second,

for the purpose of frequency stabilization by the PDH method, the side-bands are

generated by the same EOM by adding a 60MHz signal to the output of the NLTL

using a MW combiner. The laser linewidth achieved by the PDH locks to the FPR

was measured for the 767 nm by using an optical beat-note with a laser of similar

linewidth locked independently to a separate FPR. For the 523 nm laser a similar
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setup was implemented also employing a wide-bandwidth fiberized EOM (Jenoptics,

PM522). For this wavelength the locked laser linewidth was measured by means of

another FPR, identical to the one used for locking the two lasers. The laser linewidths

were determined to be 500Hz for the 767 nm laser and 700Hz for the 523 nm laser,

respectively, on a 1 s timescale. We investigated the long-term stability of the PDH

lock by means of our FC as will be described further below.

To achieve long-term stability of the absolute frequencies of the two lasers we make

use of an optical frequency comb as described in the following. As a first step, the

frequency stabilized 767 nm ECDL is used as a reference for our FC (Menlo Systems,

FC1500 fiber-based comb system) in the optical domain. The FC’s carrier envelope

offset frequency (fceo ) is stabilized using the standard self-referencing interferometer

of the system. The observed fluctuations of the locked fceo are less than 10Hz. This is

much smaller than the linewidths of both ECDLs and hence is not a limiting factor.

To stabilize the frep (≈ 250MHz) of the FC we utilize an optical beat-note between the

767 nm laser and one spectral line of the FC. We lock the beat frequency by controlling

frep via fast feedback to an intracavity EOM and slow feedback to an intracavity piezo

mirror of the FC’s femtosecond mode-locked laser.

We investigated the short-term performance of the overall transfer-lock method by

observing a beat-note between the comb and the stabilized 523 nm laser. We point

out that this measurement is not sensitive to fluctuations in the length of the FPR.

This is because such fluctuations shift the resonance frequency of the FPR and the

corresponding spectral line of the optically-locked comb by the same amount, leaving

the observed beat frequency unchanged. However, uncorrelated fluctuations of the

two PDH locks are detected by this measurement. The observed full width at half

maximum (FWHM) of approximately 500Hz demonstrates the effectiveness of the

feedback loops of the transfer-lock scheme. For independent verification, a beat-note

measurement was also performed between the optically-locked FC and another narrow
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laser at 1550 nm, locked to a different high-finesse FPR. The FWHM of this beat

signal was measured to be 400Hz on a one second timescale.

In a next step we make use of the optically locked FC to detect and compensate slow

frequency drifts of the two lasers. While locking to the FPR imparts good short-term

stability and narrows the linewidth of the lasers, the laser frequencies (flaser) are still

prone to slow thermal drifts induced by changes in the length of the FPR spacer. This

translates into a drift of frep of the optically locked FC, where frep is related to flaser

by

frep =
1

N
(flaser − fceo − fbeat) . (5.1)

Here, fbeat is the beat-note frequency between the laser and the nearest spectral line

of order N. To quantify this effect, a high-resolution Λ-counter (Agilent, 53230A)

(Rubiola, 2005) measures the repetition rate at 1 s gate-time interval. To enhance

the sensitivity of the measurement, the fourth harmonic (around 1GHz) of frep is

detected using a photo diode. This signal is subsequently mixed down by a 980MHz

low phase noise local oscillator to a frequency of around 20MHz (fctr) detected by the

counter. As shown in Fig. 5.2, the counter, as well as other time sensitive equipment,

is referenced to a GPS-disciplined RF reference oscillator (Timetech, Refgen 10491).

The specified relative stability (σtb) of this timebase on timescales longer than 1 s is

close to 10−13. The counter reading is compared to an initial set value to compute

the amount by which the FPR has drifted. For this purpose the order number N of

the spectral line is determined by means of a high-resolution wavemeter. A software

loop is providing feedback by reprogramming the frequency of the DDS that drives

the EOM.

One advantage of our stabilization method, is that the same software loop providing

the correction for the 767 nm laser can also be used to stabilize the 523 nm laser. As

both lasers are locked to the same FPR, it is sufficient to apply the same frequency

correction as for the 767 nm laser scaled by the ratio of the two wavelengths. This
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Figure 5.4: Transfer-lock in operation. Experimentally observed are (a) the deviation
of frep from its setpoint with active software loop, (b) the correction made to the
EOMs for both wavelengths, and (c) the behavior of the beat-note between the 523 nm
laser and FC. For (b) and (c) a comparison with active RAM suppression is given.
The fast variations occurring in (b) are possibly be due to mechanical relaxation of
the FPR mirror mounts and are well compensated as can be seen in (a) and (c).

establishes a transfer-lock scheme for the stabilization of the absolute frequency of

both lasers, while eliminating the necessity of the spectral range of the FC extending

to the second wavelength for another optical phase-lock. Nevertheless, for purposes

of characterizing the long-term stability of this transfer-lock method we record the

beat-note frequency of the 523 nm laser with the FC.

Fig. 5.4, (a) shows an example of the frequency deviation measured by the counter in

a sequence of dead-time free 1 s intervals over a 17 hrs period, while the feedback loop

is active. The frequency correction applied to the EOMs is shown in Fig. 5.4, (b), and

gives an indication of the frequency drift of the FPR. Fig. 5.4, (c) shows the beat-note

of the 523 nm laser with the FC, representing the stability of the transfer-lock scheme.

From these traces we compute the Allan deviations (AD), which are shown in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Allan deviations (AD): (a) and (f) show the drift of the 767 nm laser
with and without RAM suppression, (b) the repetition rate of the locked frequency
comb, and (c) the empirically determined counter error. (d) shows the specified error
of the timebase to which all measurements are referenced. (e) and (g) show the quality
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The monotonous increase of the AD, derived from the closed-loop EOM correction,

represents the drift of the FPR (Fig. 5.5, (a)). The effectiveness of the feedback loop

is demonstrated by the observed monotonous decrease of the AD for deviations of frep

(Fig. 5.5, (b)), corresponding to a large reduction in the long-term drift. However,

it is important to point out that this frep measurement originates from the same

counter that is part of the locked loop, and hence this measurement is indicative of

the closed-loop error. Any counter error will not be visible in this measurement.

To investigate the stability limitations, the noise contribution of the counter was

empirically determined by measuring with two identical counters and tracking the

difference of the two readings normalized to 4frep (Fig. 5.5, (c)). As the 4th harmonic
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of frep is detected, the relative error of the counter σctr translates into a relative error

of repetition rate σrep as

σrep = σctr
fctr

4frep
. (5.2)

Here, the phase noise of the local oscillator is neglected. In our case, Eqn. 5.2 leads to

an improvement of the stability limitation imposed by the counter by a factor of 50.

Considering the specified noise of the counter (Rubiola, 2005) of σctr = 5×10−12, we find

a contribution to the relative instability of our measurement of frep of σrep = 1× 10−13

on a one second timescale. This is in good agreement with the measured counter noise

shown in Fig. 5.5, (c). We note that on this timescale the noise contribution of the

counter is approximately equal to that of the specified timebase instability (Fig. 5.5,

(d)). While using longer gate times would lower the technical noise of the counter,

clearly the drifts of the FPR would not be compensated fast enough.

The stability of the transfer-lock scheme at 523 nm is shown in Fig. 5.5, (e). It is

apparent that the method of wavelength-scaled correction is not equally effective at

suppressing drifts of the second laser. For this measurement, it was observed that the

offset of the 767 nm laser’s PDH error signal was drifting on timescales longer than

a few seconds. This was due to time-varying residual amplitude modulation (RAM)

of the light from the fiberized EOM. Since it does not distinguish between drift of

the FPR and lock-point offset drift, the software loop imposes at the same time a

wavelength-scaled correction for both effects to the 523 nm laser. This does not match

the true FPR drift at this wavelength. This systematic deviation can be mitigated

by using the extended PDH setup as depicted in Fig. 5.3 (dashed box). We detect

the RAM by means of a photo diode and suppress it by using a feedback loop acting

on the bias voltage of the EOM. We found it sufficient to use only the component in

phase with the PDH demodulation after careful adjustment of ∆ϕ2. This eliminates

the need for a second feedback loop for suppression of the quadrature component as

used in (Zhang et al., 2014).
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Eliminating the effect of the RAM leads to a significantly improved stability on

intermediate timescales, as shown in Fig. 5.4, (b) and (c). With the RAM suppressed

Fig. 5.5, (f) represents the true AD of the FPR drift. In particular the AD shown in

Fig. 5.5, (g), representing the stability of the transfer-lock, illustrates the improvement.

For timescales larger than 100 s the stability is limited by frequency drifts that are

not wavelength scalable. A possible source of such drifts are thermally dependent

dispersive effects in the dual-wavelength mirrors of the FPR.

5.2 1038 nm and 663 nm laser system for the sec-

ond route

For the second route, we require a Raman laser pair at 1038 nm and 653 nm. A brief

overview of the laser system is provided in this section. Further details are available in

the PhD thesis of Mark Lam, another graduate student in the group, to be published

later this year. For the 1038 nm we utilised the master laser and TA for the 520 nm

SHG generation system. For the 663 nm, we constructed an additional ECDL and

utilised a spare TA from the lithium MOT system to obtain 300mW of light. Both

the lasers are individually stabilised to two separate FPRs as shown in Figs. 5.6 and

5.7. For both the lasers, the long-term drift is measured using a beat-note setup

with the frequency comb and appropriate corrections are applied using AOMs for

both. For the case of the 663 nm laser, there is also the option to use a commercial

interferometry-based device called iScan (Brachmann et al., 2012) for stabilisation,

instead of PDH-lock to a cavity. The absolute frequency of both, during operation, is

measured with a home-built wavemeter.
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Figure 5.6: Laser system for 1038 nm. Shown are the master laser and tapered
amplifier. Fast stabilisation is achieved via PDH locking to an FPR. Slow drifts are
measured with a frequency comb and corrected with an AOM.
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Figure 5.7: Laser system for 663 nm. Shown are the master laser and tapered
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an iScan. In either case, slow drifts are measured with a frequency comb and corrected
with an AOM in the case of lock to the FPR or via feedback to the iScan in the latter
case.
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Production of ultracold Feshbach molecules is one of the first steps towards ground

state transfer. 6Li-40K Feshbach molecules were formerly produced for the first time,

by this machine in Munich, via magnetic association across the Feshbach resonance

at 155G (Voigt et al., 2009). However due to reasons described in Sec. 3.2.2, the

previously investigated M = −4 resonance is not the optimal choice for the ground

state transfer. Hence an investigation of the more suitable M = −5 resonance at

215.6G is warranted and this chapter provides details of the experimental investigation

of the same. The first section of the chapter deals with the characterisation of the

215.6G resonance and describes the magnetic-field calibration, state preparation, and

resonance detection via loss-measurement. The second section discusses direct imaging

of small molecular samples via: a) Stern-Gerlach separation and b) RF-shelving to a

dark-state.

6.1 Feshbach resonance at 215.6 G

6.1.1 Feshbach magnetic-field control

The 215.6G resonance, being a narrow s-wave resonance (Wille et al., 2008), demands

precise control over the magnetic field for efficient association. To achieve current

stabilisation at a 10ppm level, we use a home-built, fast, high-current stabilisation
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system, originally designed for the Munich experiment. A brief overview of the same

is provided here. One can find details of the construction of the magnetic-field coils

and schematics of the stabilisation circuit, in the PhD thesis of Voigt (2009). The

stabilisation scheme comprises of two feedback loops, as shown in Fig. 6.1. First, the

current through the magnetic-field coils is sensed with a current transducer (Danfysik,

Ultrastab 867-1000I HF) and compared with the instantaneous set-value from a 18bit-

digital to analog converter (DAC AD760), to generate an error signal. This error signal

is fed to a feedback loop with proportional, integral and differential parts (PID). This

PID-feedback loop regulates a mosfet (IXFN 230N10), thereby controlling the current

flowing through a bypass shunt (RSHUNT), parallel to the magnetic-field coils. The

fast-feedback occurs on a time-scale faster than 1ms. By loading arbitrary waveforms

into the micro-controller driving the DAC, it is possible to generate arbitrary magnetic-

field ramps via this method. To minimize unnecessary power dissipation, another

PI-feedback loop maintains the average current in RSHUNT at 10A by reprogramming

the power-supply, via it’s external control-port, on relatively slow time-scales of the

order of 100ms. Fast switch-off capability is provided by two insulated-gate bipolar

transistors (IGBT, Semikron SKM800GA126D), one for overall switch-off (IGBTALL)

and the other only for the magnetic-field coil (IGBTCOIL).

The magnetic-field coils are constructed from hollow copper-tubes of outer cross-section

4×4mm2, with fiberglass-electrical insulation on the outer-surface. These water-cooled

coils can generate a magnetic-field scaling as 1.9G/A and are capable of reaching a

maximum value of 1000G when powered by a Lambda ESS-30-500 current source. To

ensure long-term stability of the absolute magnetic-field, it is necessary to cycle the

coils from zero to its operational field value several times, prior to performing a field-

calibration. Multiple cycling of the magnetic field and therefore of the magnetic forces

between various parts of the coil assembly, allows the whole setup to settle into a stable

mechanical equilibrium. Moreover, this also makes sure that any magnetisable material
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Figure 6.1: Current stabilisation scheme for Feshbach magnetic-field coils. Shown,
are the fast and the slow regulation branches. The instantaneous DAC value and
ON/OFF states of the two IGBTs can be computer-controlled, as a part of the
experimental sequence.

in the vicinity of the science-chamber, gets magnetised to a reproducible value. Once

this is done, care is taken to avoid addition or removal of any ferromagnetic material

like A2-steel screws or optomechanics near the coils. Additionally, magnetic-field-

sensitive stages of the experimental cycle (e.g. magnetic-field calibration, Feshbach

association ramp and hyperfine state preparation) are synchronised to the 50Hz-cycle

of the AC-mains via a powerline-trigger mechanism. This ensures that these stages of

the experiment are reproducibly phase-synchronised to the time-varying 50Hz ambient

magnetic-field originating from mains-driven equipment in the vicinity of the setup.

Magnetic-field ramp-rate optimisation

The current stabilisation system was optimised to achieve a maximum magnetic-field

ramp-rate. For this purpose the PI settings of the fast-feedback loop was optimised

as follows. The DAC was programmed to generate various ramps with ramp-rates

ranging from 100mG/mS to 500mG/mS and the error signal was monitored with a
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digital-oscilloscope. The PI settings were tuned to allow the fastest possible settling-

time, while limiting any overshoots to a range of ±9mG. Fig. 6.2 shows the error

signal in response to a 200mG/ms magnetic-field ramp.
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Figure 6.2: Residual error-signal for a 200mG/ms magnetic-field ramp, near 216G,
before (red) and after (blue) tuning of fast-PID parameters. Ramp initiates and ends
at -10ms and 10ms, respectively.

6.1.2 Calibration of Feshbach magnetic-field

The field-calibration scheme employed here is a fairly standard method used in various

other atomic and molecular physics experiments. Using RF and microwave pulses of

well defined frequencies, we drive hyperfine and Zeeman transitions of Rb and Li at

various magnetic fields. From the driving frequency, one can calculate the applied

magnetic field value, relying on the fact that the energy splittings between various

Zeeman sublevels of the hyperfine states, at a given field, are given by diagonalisation

of the Zeeman and hyperfine Hamiltonian. In the description in this section and the

next, |F,mF 〉 is used for labelling the states.

The calibration is done in two steps. At first MW radiation of around 6.9GHz is

used to drive |2, 2〉 → |1, 1〉 transition of 87Rb ground-state, at both low ('20G)

and high ('200G) magnetic-fields. The field sensitivity of this transition is around
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2.1MHz/G and a coarse calibration with overall uncertainty of around ±15mG is

attained.
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Figure 6.3: Magnetic-field gauging using the |1/2, 1/2〉 → |1/2,−1/2〉 transition of
the 2S1/2 ground state of 6Li. Transferred population (purple-dots) is experimentally
measured via absorption imaging. Green line represents fit to eqn. 6.1.

Subsequently, finer calibration is done using the |1/2, 1/2〉 → |1/2,−1/2〉 transition

of the 2S1/2 ground state of 6Li. A weak RF π-pulse (τ =4ms) is applied to transfer

population from the |1/2, 1/2〉 to the |1/2,−1/2〉 Zeeman sublevel. The population of

the |1/2,−1/2〉 sublevel is then measured by absorption imaging with σ−-light on the

2S1/2 |1/2,−1/2〉 to 2P3/2 |5/2,−3/2〉 transition. A typical calibration measurement

at high-field (216G), showing transferred-population vs. frequency (ω) of the applied

π-pulse, is depicted in Fig. 6.3. The resonance transition frequency (ωatom) is obtained

by fitting the measured population (N) with the function predicted by the theoretical

two-level transition probability,

N(ω, τ) = N0 ∗
Ω2

Ω2 + (ωatom − ω)2
sin2

(√
Ω2 + (ωatom − ω)2

2
τ

)
, (6.1)

where, Ω is the Rabi-frequency, N0 is the total number of atoms and τ is the pulse

duration. τ = 4ms was chosen based on independent, direct measurement of the

Rabi frequency (Ω = 2π × 165.8Hz) via measurement of the population transfer as a
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function of pulse duration. The fit resolves the resonance frequency within 0.5 kHz

thereby determining the magnetic-field with an uncertainty better than ±5mG at

216G.

Longterm variations of the order of ±50mG over period of several days, have been

occasionally observed, necessitating weekly recalibration. Large longterm variations

have almost always been correlated with fluctuations in the external cooling-water

temperature. Therefore, the drifts of the magnetic field calibration likely arise from

mechanical changes due to thermal expansion of the water-cooled coil assembly.

6.1.3 State preparation

Lithium and potassium atoms in the magnetic trap and subsequently in the optical-

dipole traps are in the atomic states 6Li|3/2, 3/2〉 and 40K|9/2, 9/2〉, respectively. Prior

to magnetic association at 215.6G it is therefore necessary to transfer them into the

desired states 6Li|1/2,−1/2〉 and 40K|9/2,−9/2〉. This is done via a combination of

adiabatic rapid passage (ARP) (Rubbmark et al., 1981) and π-pulses, in the two cases

to drive transitions between Zeeman sublevels, as described below.

State preparation of Lithium

Fig. 6.4 gives an overview of the ground state hyperfine structure of 6Li. In our

experiment, after an optical-pumping stage, the magnetically trapped 6Li atoms are

in |3/2, 3/2〉 of the 2S1/2 ground state. Once these atoms are loaded into the ODT, in

order to transfer them to the state |1/2, 1/2〉, an adiabatic rapid passage is applied at

20G. This is achieved by a relatively slow RF-sweep from 270MHz to 269.3MHz in

1ms. The magnetic-field is then ramped up to 216.5G which is approximately 1G

above the resonance and subsequently an RF π-pulse is applied to flip the atoms in the

|1/2,+1/2〉 to |1/2,−1/2〉 state. The duration required for the π-pulse was determined
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Figure 6.4: Plot showing Zeeman-energies of the sub-levels of the 2S1/2 ground
state of 6Li. Blue circles represents the atom-cloud and red arrows show the state-
preparation sequence. Grey dotted-lines denote the two magnetic-field values where
the first and the second state preparation sequences are performed.

by directly measuring the Rabi frequency as shown in fig. 6.5. Here, the population in

the |1/2,+1/2〉 state was measured, via absorption imaging, as a function of RF-pulse

duration to observe the Rabi-oscillations.
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Figure 6.5: Rabi oscillation between |1/2,+1/2〉 to |1/2,−1/2〉 state of 6Li ground
states. Black circles show the measured population in the |1/2,+1/2〉 as a function of
pulse duration. Red curve shows fit to a damped-sinus, giving a Rabi frequency of
2π × 9.7 kHz
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Figure 6.6: Zeeman-energies of the F= 9/2 manifold of the 2S1/2 ground state of
40K. Blue circles represents the atom-cloud and red arrows show the state-preparation
sequence.

State preparation of Potassium

Fig. 6.6 shows ground-state HF-structure for the F= 9/2 manifold of 40K. In this case,

after the optical pumping stage, the magnetically trapped atoms are in |9/2, 9/2〉 of

the 2S1/2 ground state. A 500µs long, continuous ARP sweep from 7MHz to 5.7MHz

at 20G, transfers the potassium atoms from the spin state |9/2, 9/2〉 to |9/2,−9/2〉,

sequentially via the eight intermediate spin states. For the ARP, we optimise for

maximum achievable RF power and consequently shortest possible ramp duration to

minimise spin-dephasing due to collisions in the trap. Unlike the case of Lithium, here

the state preparation sequence is fully completed at 20G.
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6.2 Experimental observation of the resonance via

atom-loss measurement
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Figure 6.7: Identification of the MF = −5 feshbach resonance. Magnetic field is first
ramped down from 216.4G, at a slow constant ramp-rate of 40mG/ms, to a variable
end-point shown in x-axis. Then the high field is rapidly switched off within 0.5ms
and imaging of the remaining lithium atomic fraction is done at a low field of 1G after
additional 2ms time of flight. Observed lithium atom number (blue dots) is shown in
y-axis. Red line shows fit to an empirical error function.

Location of the 215.6G resonance was known with an accuracy of 500mG from prior

work of Wille et al. (2008). To identify the precise position with further accuracy, we

employed the following experimental scheme. First, the lithium-potassium mixture in

the optical dipole trap was transferred to the required spin states as described in the

previous section. Then we adiabatically ramped the magnetic field from 216.4G, with

a constant linear ramp-rate of 40mG/ms, down to a variable end point Bend. After

this, we rapidly switched off the current in the Feshbach coils using IGBTs, which

caused the high magnetic field to decay within 0.5ms. Finally absorption imaging

of lithium atoms was performed at a low imaging bias field of 1G, which detects

only the remaining free atoms and not the atomic fraction that underwent association

during the ramp. This was manifested as a decrease in the observed free atom number

detected at low field. Bend was experimentally scanned from 215.71G to 215.44G and

the remaining free lithium atom number was recorded as shown in Fig. 6.7. While
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this gives us a fairly accurate location of the resonance, further optimisations of the

molecule-production-ramp start and end points were done by observing the produced

molecule number using direct detection as described in the following.

6.2.1 Direct detection of small molecular samples

For absorption imaging of the free atoms at high magnetic field (215.6G), we use

22S1/2 |1/2,−1/2〉 → 22P3/2 |5/2,−3/2〉 transition in 6Li and 42S1/2 |9/2,−9/2〉 →

42P3/2 |11/2,−11/2〉 transition in 40K, both with σ−-polarised light. For very weakly-

bound Feshbach molecules, the same transitions can be employed for direct imaging of

the molecules as well. In this case, the weakly-bound molecules are first dissociated into

free atoms after scattering a photon from the resonant imaging light. The subsequent

photon-scattering process is then identical to that of absorption imaging of atoms. The

situation is more favourable in the case of hetero-nuclear molecules (Zirbel et al., 2008)

due to the fact that the asymptotic behaviours of both the ground and excited states

are similar (1/R6), resulting in the resonant energy difference between the ground and

the excited states to remain relatively constant in the asymptote. This is in contrast

to the case of homo-nuclear molecules where the excited state has different asymptotic

behaviour (1/R3) as compared to the ground state.

Since it is not possible to distinguish atoms and weakly-bound molecules by detuning

of the imaging light, it is necessary to remove the uncombined free atomic fraction

from the cloud, to be able to count the molecules. We achieve this via two methods as

below:

Direct imaging of Feshbach molecules using Stern-Gerlach separation

In this method, we make use of the non-identical magnetic moments of the bound

6Li40K-molecules as compared to those of the free 6Li and 40K atoms. As shown in
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Fig. 6.8, the magnetic moment of the bound Feshbach state is 0.17µB at 215.6G;

hence is much smaller than the, approximately −1µB, magnetic moment of the two

atomic states involved. When subjected to an inhomogeneous magnetic-field pulse, the

molecular and the atomic fractions of the cloud with different spin-magnetic moments

get spatially separated, similar to the Stern-Gerlach experiment. Fig. 6.9 shows the

spatially separated molecular and atomic fractions of the lithium and potassium clouds.

The 6Li40K-molecules having small magnetic moment, are not displaced distinguishably

from the centre of the trap. By analysing the respective regions in the image, it is

therefore possible to infer the number of free atoms and weakly bound molecules.
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Figure 6.8: Magnetic moments of the bound Feshbach state and free atomic
lithium and potassium as a function of magnetic field. The bound state magnetic
moment (black) is derived from an asymptotic bound state model (Tiecke et al.,
2010) calculation, whereas those of the lithium atoms in |1/2,−1/2〉 state (red) and
potassium in |9/2,−9/2〉 state (blue) are derived from their Zeeman energies.

Figure 6.9: Stern-Gerlach separation followed by direct absorption imaging of the
Li-K Feshbach molecules. The molecules remain at the trap centre, whereas the free
atomic fractions are displaced.
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Shelving of uncombined atoms to dark-state for imaging of molecules with-

out SG separation

In the experiment it appeared difficult to exclude the possibility that with the ad-

dition of a rapid inhomogeneous magnetic-field pulse for Stern-Gerlach-separation,

the total magnetic field may potentially excurse across the feshbach resonance. This

would contaminate the actual number of associated molecules, by re-associating more

uncombined atoms. In order to avoid this potential problem of spurious molecule

formation after the actual molecule association ramp, we employed an alternative

scheme of purifying the sample and imaging only the molecular fraction. Instead of

an inhomogeneous SG-pulse, we utilise RF π-pulses of very well defined frequency,

amplitude and duration to selectively shelve the uncombined lithium and potassium

atomic fractions into a Zeeman-state for which the imaging light is not resonant to any

transitions. This allows selective direct imaging of the molecular fraction alone. De-

tailed investigations of required RF parameters and demonstration of the effectiveness

of the state selective imaging, are available in the PhD-thesis of Mark Lam.
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To transfer the FB molecules to the dipolar ground state, it is necessary to experimen-

tally identify suitable intermediate levels of the excited state and then determine the

precise location of the absolute ground state. As described in sec. 3.2, the goal is to

identify suitable electronically excited states that have good Frank-Condon overlaps

with both the starting Feshbach state as well as the absolute ground state. In our

case the Feshbach molecules have 52% singlet admixture, which allows us to perform

STIRAP transfer to the singlet absolute ground state, via a pure singlet excited state.

This is in contrast to other similar experiments (KRb (Ni et al., 2008), NaK (Park

et al., 2015a), RbCs (Takekoshi et al., 2014)), where it is necessary to use an interme-

diate state with sufficient singlet-triplet admixture to perform STIRAP transfer from

predominantly triplet Feshbach state to pure singlet ground state.

We have carried out broad spectroscopic survey over a span of 4THz to locate the

vibrational levels of the (1)1Π potential, in the region of interest. Subsequently, we

have also performed fine resolved scans of some of the optimally suited levels to

resolve any sub-structure, as well as to accurately determine the transition strength.

Experimental measurement of the transition strength is crucial, since the oscillatory

nature of the wavefunctions, often make numerical calculations of the overlap-integral,

prone to inaccuracies. In addition to the (1)1Π potential, we have also investigated

three relatively-deeper vibrational levels of the (2)1Σ potential, as an alternative route

to the ground state. Finally, we have attempted two-photon spectroscopy via both
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the routes. Results of the single and two-photon spectroscopy are presented in this

chapter.

7.1 Single-photon spectroscopy of the (1)1Π excited

state

Photo-association data is available for some of the excited states of 6Li40K from the

Paris group (Ridinger et al., 2011). However, this does not cover all the levels in

the region of our interest. Furthermore, for the purpose of ground-state transfer,

significantly higher resolution data is necessary, than what is available. Hence, to

obtain higher-resolution data and investigate the energy levels of the excited states

over a wider range, we performed direct laser spectroscopy starting with the Feshbach

molecules. This was done by irradiating the molecules with spectroscopy laser light,

immediately after association. If the irradiated light is resonant to a transition from the

Feshbach-state to one of the electronically excited states, then the molecules undergo

resonant excitation and subsequent spontaneous decay, which is highly likely to occur

to some other ro-vibrational state of the ground state and not to the starting Feshbach

state. Therefore, under subsequent absorption imaging of the Feshbach molecules,

the process of resonant excitation will manifest as a loss in the number of detected

molecules. This scheme is obviously destructive, hence requires preparation of a fresh

molecule sample at each frequency step of the laser, to generate one spectroscopy

data-point.

For the coarse initial survey, to efficiently cover the energy range starting from

the potassium asymptote and ending 4000GHz below, we scanned the 767 nm laser

(Sec. 5.1) manually in the vicinity of the theoretically predicted values(see Sec. 3.1.3), as

follows. First we applied a relatively fast periodic ramp to the piezo of the spectroscopy

laser, which caused its optical frequency to sweep over a span of ±500MHz with a
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frequency of 500Hz. Then this modulated light was irradiated on the molecules for

a pulse duration of 4ms, switching it on immediately at the end of the Feshbach

association step. The applied spectroscopy light, had a beam waist of 40µm at the

position of the molecular cloud and had a total power of 14mW. If a resonant (power-

broadened) transition was within the 0.5GHz modulated span of the spectroscopy laser

frequency, then the associated Feshbach molecules were resonantly excited and removed

from the Feshbach state. Direct absorption imaging after Stern-Gerlach separation

as described in Sec. 6.2.1, was then performed and the number of the remaining

Feshbach molecules in the trap, as well as the centre-frequency of the modulated laser

as measured by a home-built wavelength-meter, were recorded at the end of each such

sequence. After each step, the centre frequency of the laser was incremented manually

by 0.5GHz by changing the applied piezo DC-offset voltage and the sequence was

repeated.

Given our relatively slow 90 s experimental cycle time for each data-point, the overall

initial survey was done in stages and took several days to complete. A typical

representative scan is shown in Fig. 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Typical plots of the coarse spectroscopy survey. Remaining Feshbach
molecule number at the end of the spectroscopy pulse is plotted against the measured
spectroscopy-laser center frequency. The laser center frequency is manually incremented
after each measurement to obtain the subsequent data-point. Lines are guide to the
eye.
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v Ω = 2 Ω = 1up Ω = 0+ Ω = 0− Ω = 1down Ω = 0+ Ω = 1

-3 . . . . . . 389214.3

-4 . . . . . 389170 389108

-5 . . . . . 389036 388924

-6 390589 390473.5 . . . 388854 388675

-7 390368 390153.5 390605 390576 390520 388620 388362

-8 . 389733.7 390395 390355 390269 388335 387984

-9 . 389214.3 390128 390081 389967 388001 .

-10 . 388610 389780 389736 . 387615 .

-11 . 387924 389346 389336 . . .

-12 . 387124 388846 388881 . . .

-13 . 386232 388282 388373 . . .

-14 . 385248 . . . . .

Table 7.1: 6Li40K excited states. Experimentally observed levels are marked in bold.
Rest are theoretical predictions. Numbers are in terms of absolute frequency in GHz,
from the Feshbach state. Labelling of the states are done using the notation introduced
for Hund’s case (c) in Sec. 3.1.1.

Data from multiple number of such scans were compiled together. By using the

theoretically predicted states as described in Sec. 3.1.3, we assigned the experimentally

observed transitions to the nearest predicted level. The 1GHz accuracy of the coarse

survey is sufficient to unambiguously identify the states, since the level spacings

are much larger. A compilation of all the experimentally identified levels and a few

additional theoretically predicted levels are given in table 7.1. The same is also shown

graphically in terms of energy difference from the dissociation threshold in Fig. 7.2.

Having done the broad survey and identified excited states in the region of our interest,

we performed higher resolution scans of a few selected levels to resolve finer sub-

structure. The first series of subsequent fine-resolved scans were done employing a

commercial, interferometer-based laser-stabilisation device called iScan (Brachmann

et al., 2012). Once calibrated with respect to a frequency comb, this device allows an

ECDL to be scanned continuously in well defined steps, with few-megahertz accuracy,
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Figure 7.2: Experimentally observed 6Li40K excited states. States are depicted in
terms of energy difference from the dissociation threshold. Lines are mere guide to the
eye.

over a broad frequency range of several gigahertz.
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Figure 7.3: Relatively finer resolution scans of v=-8 (plot (a)) and v=-9 (plot (b))
of Ω = 1up using iScan. Irradiation τ = 50µs, power = 8mW and beam-waist = 40µm.
Lines are guide to the eye.

Using the iScan, the v=-8, -9 and -11 levels of Ω = 1up were investigated in further

detail. In order to resolve sub-structures, the spectroscopy laser power was reduced to
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avoid power-broadening and the irradiation time was shortened. In contrast to the

previous coarse survey, using the iScan allowed us to completely automate the scans

by the computer control system. The frequency comb was used in conjuction with the

homebuilt wavelength-meter, to determine the absolute frequency of the spectroscopy

laser, at each step, with megahertz accuracy. The frequency-step size, laser intensity

and irradiation pulse duration were progressively reduced to narrow down the location

of each resonance. The results of such scans, along with the relevant spectroscopy

parameters are shown in Figs. 7.3 and 7.4. In Fig. 7.4 one can clearly see the Zeeman-

split structure for v=-11 of Ω = 1up. This level is particularly noteworthy since this

level and its Zeeman-split substructure was recorded at two different magnetic fields

for the 155G and 215.6G Feshbach resonance of 6Li40K .
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Figure 7.4: Zeeman-triplet for v=-11, measured using the 155.1G and 215.6G
Feshbach resonance.

In addition to the scans done using iScan, further high resolution scans were carried

out for the v=-9 using a widely tunable EOM. For this, the spectroscopy laser was

stabilised to a resonator using the PDH scheme described in Chap. 5, which allows

broadband tunability while ensuring narrow laser-linewidth at the same time. In order

to utilise this transition for ground state transfer, it is necessary to determine the

transition strength accurately. While this can be approximately predicted from the

calculated overlap integrals as discussed in Sec. 3.2, for these fine scans, the irradiation-
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pulse duration was scanned, to experimentally characterise the Rabi frequency. For

the purpose of fitting the frequency and the duration scans, we used the following

description of the molecule number loss, which is valid for the case where spontaneous

emission rate is much faster than the excitation rate.

N = N0 exp

(
−τ × Ω2 γ

γ2 + 4δ2

)
, (7.1)

where N0 is the total initial number of Feshbach molecules, τ is the irradiation-pulse

duration, Ω is the Rabi frequency, γ is the inverse lifetime of the excited state and δ is

the frequency detuning of the spectroscopy laser from the resonance. The measurement

results are depicted in fig. 7.5. We find a linewidth of 2π×5.27MHz and Rabi-frequency

of Ω = 2π × 328.7 kHz.
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Figure 7.5: Plot (a) shows the remaining Feshbach molecule number as a function
of laser frequency, for the v=-9 of Ω = 1up. Irradiation time is 15µs. Lorentzian
fit provides a width of 17MHz. The molecule number as a function of irradiation-
pulse duration, is plotted in (b). Fit to eqn. 7.1 reveals, γ = 2π × 5.27MHz and
Ω = 2π × 328.7 kHz.
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7.2 Two-photon spectroscopy to locate the ground

state

Having characterised the suitably chosen v = −9 level of the Ω = 1up potential, the

next goal is to experimentally determine the energy of the deepest vibrational level of

the singlet ground state potential. For this purpose, we utilise two-photon dark-state

spectroscopy to determine the energy difference between the absolute ground state

and the already characterised v = −9 of the Ω = 1up excited potential. In this section

we shall, briefly introduce the theoretical formalism for the description of a three-level

system and then present the results of the two-photon spectroscopy.

Dark resonances in three-level systems are manifested as suppressed absorption of

a weak probe laser in the presence of a strong coupling laser, when the two photon

resonance condition is satisfied, i.e. when both the lasers have identical detunings

from two resonances sharing a common state. Two photon dark resonances have been

used for a wide variety of spectroscopic applications (Cohen-Tannoudji, 2015), in

addition to its use in ultracold-molecule experiments (Debatin et al., 2011; Lang et al.,

2009; Mark et al., 2009; Ospelkaus et al., 2008a; Strauss et al., 2010). The underlying

physics describing this phenomena, has two related but slightly distinct descriptions in

the strongly-pumped, non-perturbative, Autler-Townes splitting(ATS) regime (Autler

and Townes, 1955; Cohen-Tannoudji and Reynaud, 1977) as compared to the weakly-

pumped, perturbative regime (Fleischhauer et al., 2005), where electromagnetically-

induced-transparency(EIT) can be observed. A detailed treatment highlighting the

distinction between the two regimes, and a description of a few three-level systems

where EIT is not possible but ATS is, can be found in (Abi-Salloum, 2010). For

purposes of describing our three-level Λ-system, we shall closely follow the formulation

of Fleischhauer et al. (2005), since for Λ-systems this generalised formulation allows

convenient description of both the strongly and weakly coupled regimes under a
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common framework.

δpδc

Ωp

Ωc

1〉

|2〉

|3〉

spont.
decay

|

Figure 7.6: Three-level Λ-system showing probe and coupling transitions. The
starting Feshbach state, intermediate excited state and final ground state are |1〉, |2〉
and |3〉 respectively. Rabi frequencies of the probe and coupling lasers are, respectively,
Ωp and Ωc and their detunings, δp and δc. The wavy line indicates spontaneous decay
to lower lying levels.

Fig. 7.6 schematically depicts our three-level system. The Feshbach molecules are

represented by state |1〉, the intermediate excited state is |2〉, and the ground state

is represented by |3〉. The first spectroscopy laser, driving the transition from the

Feshbach state to the excited state(v=-9 of Ω = 1up potential) is the probe laser,

with Rabi frequency Ωp. The second one, coupling the ground state and the excited

state is the coupling laser1, with Rabi frequency Ωc. The detunings of the two are δp

and δc respectively. Following the description of Fleischhauer et al. (2005), one can

then write down the interaction Hamiltonian, Hint. of the system under rotating-wave

approximation as,

1Often referred to as the Stoke’s laser in some literature.
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Hint. = −~
2



0 0 Ωp

0 −2(δp − δc) Ωc

Ωp Ωc −2δp


. (7.2)

To motivate the rationale behind our two-photon scan to locate the ground state, we

shall briefly look at the expected behaviour of our Λ-system under the condition where

the two-photon resonance condition, (δp = δc = δ) is satisfied. In such a case, using

the notations of Fleischhauer et al. (2005), one can define two "mixing angles" θ and

φ as

tan θ =
Ωp

Ωc

(7.3)

tan 2φ =

√(
Ω2
p + Ω2

c

)
δ

. (7.4)

This allows us to conveniently express the eigenstates of Hint. as:

|a+〉 = sin θ sinφ|1〉+ cosφ|2〉+ cos θ sinφ|3〉, (7.5)

|a0〉 = cos θ|1〉 − sin θ|3〉, (7.6)

|a−〉 = sin θ cosφ|1〉 − sinφ|2〉+ cos θ cosφ|3〉, (7.7)

Here one can already notice that the so called dark-state, |a0〉, has no component of

the intermediate excited state |2〉, hence it does not decay spontaneously to lower

levels. The other two states, having non-zero components of |2〉, suffer from eventual

decay into lower lying levels. Additionally, what is more important for the purpose of
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the two-photon spectroscopy is the fact that the eigen-energies of the states |a±〉 are

shifted by

∆E± =
~
2

(
δ ±

√
δ2 + Ω2

p + Ω2
c

)
(7.8)

In the limit of a weak probe and a strong coupling laser on resonance, we have δ → 0

and Ωp → 0. Hence from Eqn. 7.8, the dressed excited state is then split by an amount

given by ~Ωc; the so called Autler-Townes splitting. This has relevant implications for

our two-photon spectroscopy sequence, as follows.

|2

|1

hΩc

probe
laser

|3

Ωc

coupling
laser

Figure 7.7: Dressed excited state, split by ~Ωc under strong-resonant driving by a
coupling laser of Rabi-frequency Ωc.

For the two-photon scans, initially all the population of the molecules are in the

Feshbach state i.e. state |1〉. The intensity and irradiation-pulse duration of the first

spectroscopy laser, which is the weak resonant probe, is adjusted to cause depletion of

90% of the Feshbach molecules in the absence of the coupling laser. Once these two

parameters are independently optimised, we proceed with the two-photon spectroscopy

sequence where, first the coupling laser is switched on but the probe laser is kept off.

If the coupling laser hits the resonance, it couples the states |2〉 and |3〉 (both of which

are unpopulated), leading to dressing of the excited state as dictated by Eqn. 7.8. From

the perspective of the probe-laser transition, this is manifested as an Autler-Townes
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splitting of the resonance, with the splitting being given by ~Ωc as shown in Fig. 7.7.

Under such a dressed situation, the probe laser, whose frequency is fixed and resonant

to the |1〉 ↔ |2〉 transition, no longer excites the FB molecules. Consequently the loss

of the Feshbach molecules in state |1〉 is suppressed. This suppression of Feshbach

molecule loss, is therefore considered as a signature of the coupling laser hitting the

resonance |3〉 ↔ |2〉. For this to be unambiguously detectable, the splitting ~Ωc

has to be, at least of the order of the linewidth of the |1〉 ↔ |2〉 transition. This

imposes a constraint on the Rabi-frequency of the coupling laser and therefore on its

minimum-required intensity.

7.2.1 First route for 2-photon addressing of the X1Σ ground

state via (1)1Π intermediate state

In the light of the discussion, presented above, we carried out the first set of experi-

mental scans for locating the ground state. The experimental sequence used for this

scan is shown in Fig. 7.8. The durations of the probe and coupling laser irradiation

pulses are 70µs and 90µs respectively, with the coupling laser of power 1.5mW and

waist 50µm, being switched on 10µs earlier.

Time (μs)
0 10 80 90

Coupling
laser

Probe
laser

0

0

1

1

Figure 7.8: Two-photon spectroscopy pulse timing.
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In the absence of any irradiation pulse, we produced and detected 104 ± 500 Feshbach

molecules. In the presence of the probe irradiation pulse, with the probe laser frequency

stabilised to match the v=-9 resonance and the coupling laser switched off, we detected

a loss of 80% of the produced Feshbach molecules. With the coupling-laser pulse on, but

the laser at some arbitrary, off-resonant frequency, the effect remained still the same,

i.e. 80% loss. To perform the scan, the coupling laser was stabilised at a frequency,

that corresponds to 2GHz below the theoretically predicted value of the ground state,

after taking into account Zeeman-shift at 215.6G. After irradiation, the remaining

number of molecules and the frequency of the coupling laser as measured with the

frequency comb and homebuilt-wavemeter were recorded. The coupling laser frequency

was then incremented by 20MHz and the sequence repeated. The recorded number of

residual Feshbach molecules is plotted against the measured frequency of the coupling

laser in Fig. 7.9. A false-positive region, where suppressed losses of the Feshbach

molecules were recorded after initial measurement, was invalidated in subsequent

scans. The reason behind this, turned out to be slow drift of the probe laser which

caused it to become off-resonant. This was fixed and the scan was continued. In our

recorded measurement, a total of 6GHz of frequency span was covered. Unfortunately

no valid signature of a two photon resonance was observed. We intended to perform a

new set of scans with finer frequency step size and wider scan region. However the

SHG-waveguide module degraded to an unusable power-output level after the first

set of measurements. While waiting for a new, custom SHG-waveguide module to be

manufactured and delivered, we decided to make an attempt to search for the ground

state, via the (2)1Σ excited state.
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Figure 7.9: First attempt at two-photon addressing the v=0 absolute ground state
via v=-9 of the (1)1Π excited potential. Theoretical prediction of the resonance is
represented by the grey line. Suppression of loss near 1000MHz is a false-positve
signal, arising from drift of the probe laser.

7.3 Single-photon spectroscopy of the (2)1Σ excited

state

For the (2)1Σ excited potential, there are three vibrational levels in a frequency range

that can be easily addressed with the seeding laser and TA for the 522nm system.2

These are the levels, v=27 to 29, that have been predicted3 to be at the wavelengths,

1063.650 nm, 1050.841 nm and 1038.434 nm respectively.

The procedure for experimentally identifying these excited state levels, was identical

to the measurements as described in Sec. 7.1 for the case of excited states of the (1)1Π

potential. After performing the coarse and incrementally finer scans as before, all

2A brief description of this "ad-hoc" laser system is given in sec. 5.2.
3See Sec. 3.1.3
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three levels are characterised and the results are shown in Fig. 7.10 and Tab. 7.2.
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Figure 7.10: Scans of v=27, 28 and 29 of the (2)1Σ excited potential. Fit results
are enlisted in table. 7.2

v=27 v=28 v=29

Frequency(MHz) 281847224 285283319 288689243

Linewidth (MHz) 27 16 19

Table 7.2: Measured vibrational levels of (2)1Σ excited potential. Inaccuracy in the
measured absolute frequency is ±10MHz.
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7.3.1 AC-Stark broadening of spectral lines due to optical-

dipole trapping laser

While attempting to obtain power-broadening-free line profiles for the excited states,

it is observed that all the excited state spectra exhibited linewidths in the range of

15-20MHz. We theorise that the optical-dipole-trap (ODT) laser at 1063.933 nm is

sufficiently close to the transition from the Feshbach molecules to the v=27 level of

(2)1Σ, to strongly dress the Feshbach state. This not only causes significant AC Stark

shift of the Feshbach state, but also broadens the transition due to the fact that the

ODT intensity is spatially inhomogeneous over the trapping region. This phenomena

is well reported in various other experiments with ODTs, for example (Davidson

et al., 1995; Grain et al., 2007; Kaplan et al., 2002; Miller et al., 1993). To overcome

this problem, we performed an identical spectroscopy sequence in time-of-flight, after

switching off the trapping laser. As a result, this provided a much narrower linewidth

for the same transition, as compared to what was observed in the former case. The

results of this measurements are depicted in Fig. 7.11.
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Figure 7.11: Rescan of the v=29 level in time-of-flight with the ODT laser off. A
narrower linewidth of 9.4MHz is obtained as compared to the previous intra-trap
measurement, for identical irradiation parameters.
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7.4 Second route for 2-photon spectroscopy of the

X1Σ electronic ground state via (2)1Σ interme-

diate state

Next, using the theoretical predictions described earlier (sec. 3.1.3), we identify three

possible transitions to the low-lying vibrational levels of the singlet-electronic ground

state, in the wavelength range 660-670 nm, that can be addressed by a spare lithium

diode laser and tapered-amplifier system available in the lab. These are highlighted in

red, in Tab. 7.3. Having a tapered-amplifier allowed us to irradiate the molecules with

upto 130mW of light in the coupling arm of the two-photon transition4. This creates

a significantly strong dressing of the excited state, facilitating unambiguous detection

of the two photon resonance.

One can notice, that neither one of these highlighted transitions, addresses the absolute

ground state. However being able to experimentally identify and address any of the

deeply bound levels, would be useful for better prediction of the location of the ground

state. The reason being, the dominant contribution to the uncertainty in the existing

theoretical prediction of the ground state, originates from the binding energy of the

potential. In contrast the spacing between the lower lying levels are predicted with

relatively greater accuracy (Tiemann et al., 2009). With this rationale, we perform the

next set of two-photon spectroscopy scans, targeting the v = 3 of the X1Σ electronic

ground state via the v=29 of the (2)1Σ excited state.

4As a reminder to the reader, in comparison, the previously attempted two-photon spectroscopy,
via the (1)1Π excited potential, had 1.5mW of light in the coupling transition
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1st. Photon 2nd. photon prediction

v f (GHz) λ (nm)

v=27 0 464848.4 644.9253

1063.6701 nm 1 458156.1 654.3457

281847.224 GHz 2 451550.8 663.9175

3 445033.3 673.6405

v=28 0 468284.7 640.1927

1050.8587 nm 1 461592.5 649.4743

285283.319 GHz 2 454987.1 658.9032

3 448469.6 668.4788

v=29 0 471690.7 635.5699

1038.4606 nm 1 464998.4 644.7171

288689.243 GHz 2 458393.1 654.0072

3 451875.6 663.4402

Table 7.3: Predicted transitions for deeply-bound vibrational levels of the ground
state. Highlighted wavelengths are accessible using Lithium ECDL+TA system.

7.4.1 Two-photon addressing of the deeply bound v = 3 vi-

brational level of the X1Σ ground state

The spectroscopy sequence adopted for this scan, is identical to the one used for the

(1)1Π intermediate potential as described in Sec. 7.2.1. The first spectroscopy laser is

stabilised at a frequency that addresses the v=29 of the (2)1Σ excited state, and the

irradiation pulse duration and intensity is adjusted to cause depletion of 80 to 90%

of the Feshbach molecules as before. The scan is started with the coupling laser at

300MHz above the predicted value. The residual molecule number and the frequency

of the coupling laser is recorded at the end of each sequence. The frequency of the

coupling laser is then incremented and the sequence is repeated. Fig. 7.12 shows the

results of the initial scan. After covering a frequency range of 1GHz upwards (blue
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dots in fig. 7.12) from the starting point, the master ECDL of the TA being used as

the coupling laser, started exhibiting frequency instabilities. The scan was halted and

the master laser was relocked at an arbitrary mode-hop free region, several-hundred

megahertz away from the predicted value, in order to continue the scan. To our great

surprise, after the first few data points, we started observing suppressed losses in the

detected residual molecule number (red dots in fig. 7.12).
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Figure 7.12: Initial scan results of two photon spectroscopy targetting v = 3 of
the X1Σ electronic ground state via the v=29 of the (2)1Σ excited state. Detected
molecule number is plotted against the frequency of the coupling, 2nd-photon laser.
Grey vertical line is the predicted position of the transition after taking into account,
the Zeeman shift at 215.6G. Blue dots indicate the sequentially scanned region. Red
dots show the region, where signature of the two-photon resonance was detected.

This region was then rescanned with finer frequency-step size, to identify the position

of the resonance, more accurately as plotted in Fig. 7.13. We found the two-photon

resonance to occur at 451871452 MHz, at a position 1.8GHz below the predicted value.

Our prediction was based on solving the X1Σ+ potential provided by Tiemann et al.

(2009) as described in 3.1.3 and then taking into account the energy of the Fesbach

state as well as the Zeeman shift at 215.6 gauss.
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Figure 7.13: Fine scan of the observed two-photon resonance, showing the position
of the transition between v = 3 of the X1Σ electronic ground state and the v=29 of
the (2)1Σ excited state at 215.6G, to be at 451871452 MHz.

7.4.2 Autler-Townes splitting of the v = 29 of (2)1Σ excited

state in the strongly pumped regime

In order to conclusively verify the existence of the 2-photon resonance observed in the

previous scan, we performed a different measurement, where the coupling laser was kept

stabilised to this newly detected resonance and the probe laser’s frequency was varied.

As expected from the theoretical framework of Sec. 7.2, a distinct Autler-Townes-split

feature was observed as presented in Fig. 7.14.

Since the primary objective here, was to determine the location of the v=3 level of the

X1Σ ground state, further characterisation of the observed resonance like measurement

of the decoherence rates, was not performed. We utilised the experimentally determined

position of the v=3 and the theoretically determined (Sec. 3.1.3) level spacing between

the low lying levels of the ground state, to narrow the potential search interval of the

scan for locating the absolute ground state.
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Figure 7.14: Autler-Townes splitting of the transition from the Feshbach molecules
to v = 29 of (2)1Σ excited state in the presence of a laser, coupling the latter state
with the v = 3 of the X1Σ electronic ground state. Splitting of 30MHz is observed for
3.5mW of coupling laser of 60µm beam-waist.

7.4.3 Two-photon addressing of the absolute vibrational ground

state, v = 0 of the X1Σ electronic ground state

To search for the v=0 absolute ground state, predicted to be at a coupling laser

wavelength of 635.567 nm when addressed via the v = 29 of (2)1Σ excited state,

we have constructed a master-slave diode laser system with 70mW output for this

wavelength. The observed width of the ATS feature for v=3 along with the knowledge

of the relative ratios of the Frank-Condon overlaps between the excited state, and v=0

and v=3 of the ground state, helps us in accurately estimating the minimum required

laser power to unambiguosly observe the two-photon resonance for the absolute ground

state. Two new high-finesse cavity setups, with greatly improved mirror coatings and

finesse approaching 100,000 at 635 nm and 1038 nm have also been constructed, to

achieve better stabilisation of the two spectroscopy lasers. However, due to approaching

thesis-submission deadline imposed by the university, a sufficiently broad search for

the v=0 has been postponed until the submission of this thesis.
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Production of ultracold 6Li40K in the absolute ro-vibronic ground state remains

an attractive goal due to its large permanent electric dipole moment of 3.6 debye.

This thesis presents the theoretical and experimental preparatory work done towards

realisation of this goal.

Weakly-bound 6Li40K Feshbach molecules have been previously produced (Voigt et al.,

2009) in our group using the 155G Feshbach resonance of 6Li and 40K. This thesis

builds upon the previous work by using a similar scheme to produce weakly-bound

6Li40K molecules, using a more suitable Feshbach resonance at 216G. Asymptotic

bound-state model is utilised to investigate the singlet-triplet admixture of the Feshbach

state. Next, this thesis addresses the problem of identifying optimal routes for coherent

two-photon transfer of these weakly-bound molecules, to the absolute ground state. For

this purpose first, a review of existing data on molecular potentials of the electronic

ground and excited states of 6Li40K , is compiled. Existing potential curves are

numerically solved to derive energy levels and wavefunctions in the region of interest.

Franck-Condon overlap factors are calculated for these, to estimate their transition

strength. Spin-orbit coupling is used to investigate the behaviour of excited states

near the threshold in order to gauge their suitability as an intermediate state for

two-photon transfer.

A major part of the experimental work, involved the construction of a Raman laser
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system for addressing the identified suitable levels. This included investigating the

stability of a transfer-lock method where the two lasers, one at 767 nm and the other at

522 nm, are short-term frequency stabilized to a passive Fabry-Perot resonator (FPR)

and a frequency-comb is used to transfer the absolute long-term frequency stability

of a GPS-disciplined RF reference to the optical frequencies. An absolute frequency

stability, better than 2× 10−13 was demonstrated on timescales upto 300 s. The robust

stabilisation scheme also satisfied the wide-band frequency tuning requirements for

spectroscopy. An additional, second laser system comprising of a Raman pair at

1038 nm and 663 nm for an alternate two-photon route to the ground state, has also

been constructed.

Utilising the Raman laser system, extensive direct laser-spectroscopy of the vibrational

lines of the electronically excited 11Π and 21Σ+ potentials of ultracold 6Li40K has

been performed. This provides information on these electronically excited potentials,

with an accuracy significantly greater than what is available currently from other

works. Two-photon addressing of the deeply-bound v = 3 level of the X1Σ+ electronic

ground state has also been successfully demonstrated, providing important additional

information regarding the depth of the ground state potential of 6Li40K and accurate

experimental determination of the strength of the transition to the v = 3. This paves

the way for the determination of and transfer to the absolute ground state.

Thus, the immediate outlook of the experiment, would be to exploit the knowledge

gained from the work in this thesis to perform two-photon addressing of the v = 0

ground state. New laser system at 635.567 nm, targetted at addressing the v = 0 state

has already been constructed. Two FPRs with improved mirror coatings targetting

a finesse of 100,000 has been constructed as well, for the two wavelength ranges

620-680 nm and 1030-1064 nm have also been built, which will provide the improved

short-term phase coherence for optimal STIRAP.

Once a successful transfer to the absolute ground state is realised, the HV electrodes,
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newly installed in the setup, will be used for polarising the molecules. With the

achievable field capability of 10 kV/cm, a polarisation approaching 2 debye is estimated.

This will be measured experimentally by observing the DC Stark-shift of the two-photon

resonance.

Another topic of investigation would be the stabilisation of the ground-state molecules

against decay. Ultracold LiK in the ground state is expected to be unstable due

to chemical reactions (Quéméner et al., 2011). A 2D-trap can be constructed to

mitigate this problem (Micheli et al., 2010) and achieve longer lifetimes. An alternative

approach that could implemented is confinement in an optical-lattice with one molecule

per lattice site.
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